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by Christopher Richard ThOlnas N unn 

This thesis investigates the construction of maximally dissipative and constraint 

preserving boundary conditions for electromagnetic analogues of two formulations 

presently used in numerical relativity. Accurate simulations of astrophysical sit

uations either require correct boundaries to be applied or for these boundaries 

to be pushed out far enough that they are not causally connected to the region 

of interest. This work looks to tackle the first problem, considering electromag

netism in an attempt to construct general concepts that would transfer directly 

to formulations of the Einstein equations used in numerical relativity. 

The early sections of the thesis introduce in a general way the requirements 

for continuum problems and their discretisations and the properties of maximally 

dissipative and constraint preserving boundary conditions. Consideration is then 

made of the advantages and limitations of using formulations of the Maxvvell 

equations as analogues to formulations used in numerical relativity, before the 

introduction of the two formulations: K\iVB and Zl, that will be considered in 

this thesis. 

The basic examples of the first order in space and second order in space wave 

equation, with and without shift, are used to help construct the boundary condi

tions for K\iVB and Zl. Where possible the energy method is used to analytically 

prove stability for the resulting schemes, which are then tested numerically. 
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Definitions & Abbreviations 

ODE 

PDE 

KWB 

MDBC 

CPBC 

ADM 

BSSN 

NOR 

Ordinary differential equation 

Partial differential equation 

Knapp, Walker, Baumgarte formulation of 

electromagnetism 

Maximally dissipative boundary conditions 

Constraint preserving boundary conditions 

Arnowitt, Deser, Misner formulation of general relativity 

Baumgarte, Shapiro, Shibata, Nakamura formulation 

of general relativity 

Nagy, Ortiz, Reula formulation of general relativity 

Equal to on the boundary 

( Ui, Vi) = h 2:i U! Vi Scalar product of Ui and Vi 

IIuI12 = (U, U) l2norm of U unless otherwise stated 

i,j, k 

/-L,lJ 

U t = OtU , 
UO 

U 

E~ 
t 

Latin indices indicate 1,2,3 

Greek indices indicate 0, I, 2, 3 

The derivative of U with respect to t 

U at the gridpoint 0 

Time derivative of U 

EiEi 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

One of the well-known and important scientific and technological alms at the 

present time is the detection of gravitational waves from astrophysical events such 

as the inspiral and coalescence of binary black holes. Traditional techniques can 

be used to describe the orbiting black holes before coalescence and the perturbed 

black hole that results after coalescence but the period in between these phases 

can, at present, only be tackled with numerical relativity, i.e. computer simula

tions of these astrophysical scenarios. With an accurate and stable simulation, 

a gravitational waveform could be extracted from the numerical solution at late 

times, providing a template that could be used in matched filtering techniques 

to obtain a gravitational signal from observational data received by gravitational 

wave detectors. Templates will also help in the interpretation of such a signal, 

providing information about the event from which the gravitational signal origi

nated. 

Numerical relativists try to simulate astrophysical situations by evolving given 

initial and/or boundary data. For this purpose, the 3+1 split of the Einstein 

equations can be used, which provides a number of evolution equations, meaning 

that we can provide physical initial data and evolve forward in time, applying 

boundary data if necessary. The problems that hinder these simulations include 

those associated with stability, in particular vvith reference to boundary condi

tions. A stable scheme is vital for long-term simulations as instabilities can end 

the simulation with small numerical errors growing to swamp the solution. Con-
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sistent boundary conditions are equally important to the simulation, as errors can 

equally well enter the domain from the boundary. 

1.2 Numerical relativity 

When the 3+ 1 split mentioned above is made, spacelike hypersurfaces and a time 

coordinate are introduced on the space-time and the Einstein equations decom

pose into evolution equations, which involve time derivatives of the evolution 

variables, and constraint equations on the spacelike hypersurfaces. Considering 

the 'hyperbolicity' of the evolution equations allows statements to be made about 

the well-posedness of the problem in question, which is related to the continuity 

of the solution with respect to the initial data. For a formulation to be useful, it 

must be well-posed and a lot of effort in numerical relativity has gone into rework

ing the Einstein equations into formulations that are well-posed at the continuum 

and hence allow the possibility of a stable numerical discretisation. 

One of the original formulations used in numerical relativity was the ADM sys

tem. Now it has been shown, for example in [1], that the first order reduction 

of ADM is not well-posed with a densitised lapse gauge condition, i.e. with the 

lapse gauge variable as a certain function of coordinates. Most of the instability 

problems experienced in evolutions when this formulation was used can generally 

be attributed to this property. Once this was understood, modifications were 

made to the ADM formulation in an attempt to determine some formulations 

that would be well-posed. Two formulations that came about from these modi

fications were the BSSN and NOR systems. The BSSN system was constructed 

by both Shibata and Nakamura [2] and Baumgarte and Shapiro [3] by introduc

ing three connection functions into the ADM system and adding multiples of the 

constraint equations to the evolution equations. The NOR system, introduced by 

Nagy, Ortiz and Reula,[l] also has new variables, related to those introduced into 

the BSSN system, and a multiple of a constraint added to an evolution equation. 

A third formulation that was constructed in a different way is the Z4 system, 

introduced by Bona, Ledvinka, Palenzuela and Z'acek.[4] In this system, a new 

variable is introduced into the field equations before making a 3+ 1 split. These 

formulations give improved stability in numerical simulations and alongside other 

reformulations, they have allowed people to concentration on other problems such 

as boundary conditions. 
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Although the problems of well-posedness and stability have not been completely 

resolved in the absence of boundaries, one of the major problems faced today 

is to keep these properties when artificial boundary conditions are introduced. 

We need to be able to prescribe boundary conditions and a discretisation of the 

derivatives on the boundary so that we retain well-posedness and stability. A 

lot of work in the field is done by pushing the boundary out far enough that 

it is causally disconnected to the region of interest. However, even with the 

assistance of multi-grids and the resulting higher resolution, it is still a waste of 

computational resource that could be utilised in the region of interest. 

1.3 Aim of research 

The main aim of this research is to obtain some general methods for applying 

boundaries to an evolution scheme such that the continuum problem is well-posed 

and the solution of the discrete scheme converges to the continuum solution. Two 

representative formulations used in numerical relativity are the NOR and Z4 sys

tems and both of these systems have analogues in electromagnetism, i.e. the 3+ 1 

split of the Maxwell equations can be written in a similar structure to these for

mulations of the Einstein equations with an explicit term-by-term comparison. It 

is useful to analyse these analogues - the KWB and Zl systems - due to their 

relative simplicity and the presence of an exact solution for electromagnetism. 

Boundary conditions prescribed for these electromagnetic schemes may give in

sight into how the generalised boundaries may work for numerical relativity. The 

electromagnetic formulations will be broken down into systems of equations that 

can be compared to the first order in time, first order in space wave equation 

and the first order in time, second order in space wave equation so that simple 

techniques can be consistently combined to give a full prescription for the bound

aries. Both maximally dissipative boundary conditions and constraint preserving 

boundary conditions will be considered. The former puts a limit on the charac

teristic variables (combinations of the evolution variables that travel at known 

speeds) that are coming into the grid. \iVith this boundary condition, a bounded, 

positive definite energy, which includes the boundary, can often be found, which 

ensures stability of the scheme and hence convergence through the use of the Lax 

theorem. In addition to the main system energy, a constraint energy can also 

be constructed from the constraint variables and constraint preserving boundary 
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conditions work by ensuring that this constraint energy is non-increasing. Care 

must be taken to appreciate the limitations of these electromagnetic analogues 

but it is likely that the convergence of these boundary conditions in this situation 

is a necessary condition for them to work in full general relativity. It is also impor

tant that the continuum and discrete situations are kept distinct. The boundary 

conditions will be described at the continuum level first before a discretisation is 

made. 

In chapter 2, we review initial value problems and initial boundary value prob

lems, describing the general construction and giving some general properties of 

maximally dissipative boundary conditions and constraint preserving boundary 

conditions at the continuum. In chapter 3 we go on to describe the basic transla

tion of continuum evolution equations and boundary conditions into semidiscrete 

ODE's. Chapter 4 follows the 3+1 split of the Einstein equations, giving the 

derivation of the ADM and subsequent construction of the BSSN, NOR and Z4 

systems. In chapter 5, we begin to look at the formulations of electromagnetism 

that we will use to test our boundary prescription, introducing the KWB and 

Zl system, before studying them both in depth in chapters 6 and 7, where we 

attempt to construct energies at the continuum and the discrete level and apply 

the boundary conditions mentioned above. We perform numerical tests on these 

formulations,with a zero shift and a non-zero shift, explaining the decomposition 

into the first order in space and second order in space wave equation that moti

vates our construction of boundary conditions. Finally we conclude with a review 

of the success of the various boundary conditions tested. 
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Chapter 2 

The Continuum Initial Boundary 

Value Problem 

2.1 Initial value problem 

Stability and convergence are vital when discretising a set of equations into a nu

merical scheme. However, before a discretisation is made, the continuum problem 

must be well-posed. A problem is said to be well-posed if: 

• a solution exists 

• the solution is unique 

• the solution depends continuously upon the initial data i.e. a small change 

in the initial data corresponds to a small change in the solution. 

Considering a non-linear system, we can make a linearisation of the system and 

then the third point above is equivalent to saying that the norms of the pertur

bations of the solution and initial data must satisfy 

IIc5u(-, t)11 ::; F(t)IIc5u(-, 0)11, (2.1) 

where F(t) does not depend upon the initial data. To justify the consideration of 

linear systems, the well-posedness of a linearised system is a necessary condition 

for well-posedness of the corresponding non-linear system. 
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When considering a linear system we can give a restriction on the norms of the 

solution and the initial data rather than the norms of the perturbations. With 

constant coefficients, we can write a definition of well-posedness 

(2.2) 

where K and a are independent of the initial data and II . II is an appropriate 

norm. Considering a simple first order differential equation with a lower order 

term and a constant coefficient a 

U x + au, (2.3) 

we can introduce the new variable 

(2.4) 

so that 

(2.5) 

and hence we have 

Ilv(·, t)11 = IlvC, 0)11 (2.6) 

and therefore the solution 

Ilu(·, t)11 = eCdllu(" 0)11. (2.7) 

The K in equation (2.2) comes about when considering a system of equations. 

We also need to relate the well-posedness of the variable coefficient case to the 

well-posedness of the constant coefficient case. We can make use of the frozen 

coefficients approximation to neglect variable coefficients; for example consider 

the Cauchy problem with variable coefficients 

Ut(X, t) = P (x, t, :x) u(x, t) (2.8) 

for a first order system. Then we can look at all the systems where the coefficients 

are frozen to a constant value at an arbitrary point (xo, to). The frozen coefficients 

approximation states that if all of these constant coefficient problems are well

posed, then the variable coefficient problem is also well-posed.[5] 

It is important to note that the choice of norm is important as a system can be 

well-posed with one norm and ill-posed with another and the standard L2 norm is 
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not necessarily the right choice, as shown by the following example.[6] The wave 

equation written in second order in space form, 

'if, (2.9) 

(2.10) 

permits a family of initial data for which it is impossible to find K and a such 

that (2.2) is satisfied when using the L2 norm: 

Ilull = J J lul 2dx = J J ('if2 + <j>2)dx. 

Considering the solution 

sin(wx) cos(wt), 

-w sin(wx) sin(wt), 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

w can be increased arbitrarily and therefore the norm of the solution at time t 

cannot be bounded by the norm at t = O. 

Another way to look at the norm is to consider it as an energy. Later we will 

construct energies that are quadratic in the evolution variables of the systems we 

are considering and use the conservation of these energies to imply well-posedness. 

For this example of the second order-in space wave equation, the 'physical' energy 

density is 

(2.14) 

and we have well-posedness for the wave equation in this norm. However, because 

we also want the norm we are using to be positive definite, we introduce a lower 

order term for cp 

(2.15) 

and again the wave equation is well-posed in this norm due to the presence of the 

first derivative of cp. 

2.2 Initial boundary value problem 

The definition of well-posedness for the initial value problem can be extended to 

an initial-boundary value problem by replacing 'initial data' with 'initial data and 

boundary data'. So in addition to the conditions above, a small change in the 

boundary data must also give rise to only a small change in the solution. 
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We first look at the case of a system that is first order in time and first order in 

space 

OtU = piOiU + Qu, (2.16) 

where U is a vector of N variables and pi and Q are N x N matrices. 

Note that we will be considering hyperbolic systems, i.e. those systems where 

the eigenvalues of the principal part P are real. When this is the case, we can 

calculate the eigenvectors of the principal part and this allows us to construct 

the characteristic variables of the system, which are combinations of the evolution 

variables that describe the incoming and outgoing data. We aim to introduce 

a boundary to a domain without losing the well-posedness of the system and 

this can be done using the characteristic variables. Vile need to be careful not 

to over-specify the problem by applying boundary conditions to the outgoing or 

zero-speed characteristic variables. It is important for hyperbolic problems that 

the number of boundary conditions imposed at a boundary should be equal to the 

number of incoming characteristics at that boundary. [7] 

For simplicity, we begin \vith a linear system with constant coefficients (2.16) 

and introduce a direction ni, which will later be taken to be the normal to the 

boundary. We define the projector qi j into the space that is normal to ni 

(2.17) 

in order to decompose the derivatives into those in the direction of ni and those 

transverse to ni. We will use the notation A, B for indices that have been projected 

by qi j . 

Hence 

(2.18) 

2.3 Well-posedness and strong hyperbolicity 

2.3.1 Strong hyperbolicity and characteristic variables 

Consider pn in equation (2.18). The definition of weak hyperbolicity states that 

pn has real eigenvalues whilst strong hyperbolicity requires that pn has real eigen

values and a full set of eigenvectors. Vile will now show that strong hyperbolicity is 

a necessary and sufficient condition for well-posedness of an initial value problem. 
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As we are only interested in pn, we consider the 1D case 

(2.19) 

For well-posedness, we require that a unique solution u(t) exists and 

:::JK, a : \fu(O) (2.20) 

for t ~ O. We first analyse the case of (2.19) where Q = 0 

(2.21) 

The definition for strong hyperbolicity in this case is that the matrix P has real 

eigenvalues and a full set of eigenvectors. The second condition is equivalent to 

the matrix being diagonalisable as the matrix of eigenvectors T can be used to 

diagonalise P 

T-1pT = A , (2.22) 

where A is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal is constructed of the eigenvalues of 

P. 

Theorem 2.3.1: Strong Hyperbolicity of a first order lD system of Partial Dif

ferential Equations is a necessary and sufficient condition for the well-posedness 

of the associated initial value problem 

2.3.2 Strong hyperbolicity sufficient & necessary for well

posedness 

From above T-1 PT = A, and characteristic variables can be introduced 

Hence, substituting (2.23) into (2.21) gives 

Ot(TU) 

TotU 

OtU 

OtU 

which decouples the system into 

POx (TU) 

PToxU 

T-1pToxU 
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where j runs from 0 to N. Using a Fourier transform 

uj (x, t) = _1_100 eiwx(p (w, t)dx 
V2ir w=-oo 

and substituting this into (2.25) gives 

of which the solution is 

Taking the L2 norm of this solution and using Parseval's Relation 

the following is true 

IIUj(w, t)112 
leiWAjtllluj(w,O)W 

leiwAjtllluj(x,0)112. 

As the eigenvalues of P are real, 

so 

and therefore 

IIU(x, t) W = IIU(x, 0) 112. 

Now, translating back into evolution variables 

Ilu(x, t) 112 IITU(x, t) 112 
< ITIIIU(x, t)W 

ITIIIU(x,O)W 

< ITIIT-Illlu(x,0)112. 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

Therefore, we have the inequality for the definition of well-posedness with K = 

ITIIT-II and a = O. \iVhen we consider a system that is not 1D, the diagonal ma

trix A and the matrix of eigenvectors T will be dependent upon the direction ni and 

will be subscripted, An and Tn. This means that we can take K = sUPn(ITnIITn-11) 

and we will need the supremum to be finite. 
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We now show that strong hyperbolicity is a necessary condition for well-posedness. 

Firstly, we show that well-posedness requires the eigenvalues to be real. Let cP be 

the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue A. A solution can be constructed, 

u = eiW(At+X) cP, (2.35) 

with initial data 

(2.36) 

so the L2 norm of (2.35) gives 

Ilu(x, t)11 = eiwAtllu(x, 0)11. (2.37) 

Hence, writing A = a + ib, well-posedness requires 

Re[(a + ib)(iw)] S; a=} -bw S; a. (2.38) 

As w is arbitrary, b must therefore equal zero and we are left with A real. 

Finally, assume there is not a full set of eigenvectors. Hence the Jordan canonical 

form will have at least one Jordan block of size greater than 1 x 1. Consider the 

system of equations where P is the 2 x 2 Jordan block 

8,u= C n 8x u 

where u = (u\ u2)T. Therefore, performing a Fourier transform gives 

( 
Ot u 

1

) (A 0) ( ~wu 1 

) , 
OtU2 1 A 1,WU2 

from which the system can be written as 

iWAU1 

iWAU2 + iwu1. 

Hence, the solution to (2.39) is as above 

u1(t) = eiwAtul(O), 

whilst the solution to (2.40) can be given by 

it? - iWAU2 

~(e-iwAtu2) 
dt 

iwu1 

iwule-iwAt 

iwu1 (0) 

iwu1(0)t + C 

Ceiw)',t + iwul(O)teiwAt 

eiwAtu2(0) + iwteiwAtul(O). 
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Therefore the solution u 2 can be made arbitrarily large by increasing the size of 

w. For a larger Jordan block, continuing in the same way would give the solution 

for u3 , 

(2.43) 

and so on. This can be shown explicitly by considering a Jordan block A of size 

NxN 

Taking the Fourier transform as above gives 

Therefore the solution is 

as 

iwAu. 

We write the norm of the solution 

Ilu(t)W 

and therefore, if we let J = A - AI, 

Ilu'(t)W 

leiwtA Illu(O) 112 

leiwtA Illu(O) 112 

leiwtAI leiwAItlleiwJtl 

leiwJt I 
N-I ijw j Jjtj 
L ., 
j=O J. 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 

which grows like IwI N - I . Note that the Nth power of an N x N matrix of the form 

J is zero. As an arbitrary matrix A can be put into Jordan canonical form, we 

know that if A does not have an N-dimensional eigenspace, its Jordan canonical 

form will have a Jordan block of size greater than one and the calculation above 
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shows that the problem will not be well-posed. Hence a full set of eigenvectors is 

needed for well-posedness. 

Note that although we set Q = 0 at the start of this calculation, Theorem 4.3.2 in 

[7] states that perturbing this system with lower order terms does not affect the 

well-posedness. 

2.4 Characteristic variables of the wave equa

tion 

As a simple example of calculating characteristic variables, we will find the char

acteristic variables of the wave equation in second order in space form. As we are 

going to be looking at first order in time, second order in space formulations, the 

wave equation in this form is an obvious starting point. 

The wave equation 

¢ = ¢,ii (2.50) 

can be written in first order in time, second order in space form by introducing 

the variable 7r = at ¢: 

7r ¢,ii 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

and using the projection qi j to the space that is normal to ni as above, this can 

be written as 

7r 

7r ¢,nn + ¢,BB. 

Now, we separate the evolution variables up into blocks 

• 7r and ¢,n 

• ¢,B. 

For the first block 
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so 

Pn = (~ ~) 
Now, from (2.23), we need the inverse of the matrix of eigenvectors so that we 

can transform the evolution variables to characteristic variables. However 

(2.55) 

means that instead of calculating the eigenvectors of pn and inverting this matrix, 

we can just calculate the transpose of the matrix of eigenvectors of pJ to give us 

T -l 
n . 

The eigenvalues of pJ are A = ±1, corresponding to the two eigenvectors: 

Hence, we can write down the characteristic variables: 1 

(2.56) 

For the second block 

and hence the other characteristic variables are zero speed 

(2.57) 

\1I1e should be careful to note here that any multiple of the transverse derivative 

¢,B can be added to the characteristic variables due to commutation of partial 

derivatives. For example, if we alter U+ 

U+ = 1T + ¢,n + :L¢,B, 
B 

(2.58) 

1 Note that in general the characteristic variables U± are defined in terms of a normal pointing 

outward from a boundary, which prescribes U+ to be an incoming characteristic variable at the 

boundary. For the work here, we will often be considering a ID Cartesian grid and therefore we 

have adopted a slightly awkward convention for coding purposes of U + incoming at the right 

boundary and U _ incoming at the left boundary, keeping U ± travelling in their respective direc

tions. In analytic calculations we will always talk about U+ being the incoming characteristic 

but this may differ when coding issues arise. 
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the time derivative is 

¢,nn + ¢,BB + 7r,n + L 7r,B 
B 

(7r + ¢,n + L ¢,B),n + transverse derivatives 
B 

onU+ + transverse derivatives. (2.59) 

so the evolution equation of the characteristic variable holds because ¢,Bn = ¢,nB 

as we are considering ¢,B as a derivative and not as an auxiliary variable, in 

contrast to a fully first order reduction, where an auxiliary variable is introduced 

to replace the derivative. 

2.5 Maximally dissipative boundary conditions 

We can control the energy of the system by controlling the flux coming in and 

out of the domain at the boundary and we use maximally dissipative boundary 

conditions to do this. 

Maximally dissipative boundary conditions involve specifying incoming character

istic variables in the following way: 

(2.60) 

where K, is a constant and J is free incoming data. 

Consider the first order system of partial differential equations with constant 

coefficients 

(2.61) 

Strong hyperbolicity permits the construction of a symmetriser of Pn in the fol

lowing way. 

(2.62) 

where En is hermitian, positive definite and commutes with An. By construction 

Hn is hermitian and positive definite. If the symmetriser Hn is independent of 

the direction ni, then we will call the system symmetric hyperbolic. 

A positive definite energy density can be given 

E = utHu (2.63) 
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and taking the time derivative gives 

Ot E ( Ot u t) H u + u t HOt u 

Oi(Ut pit)Hu + u t HOi (piU) 

OiUt H piu + ut H piOiU 

Oi(Ut HpiU) , 

where, because we have a total divergence, we can specify the flux 

The energy is the integral over the domain of the energy density 

and its differential is 

E = L EdV 

dE 

dt 

(2.64) 

(2.65) 

(2.66) 

(2.67) 

(2.68) 

where dS i is the surface element on the boundary 00,. The first equality comes 

from (2.64) and the second from Gauss' Law. This can be rewritten 

dE 

dt 
r utHPnuds 

Jan 
r UtTtHpnTUds, 

Jan 
(2.69) 

where ni is normal and outward-pointing with respect to 00,. Recall the definition 

of B, 

B = (~+ ;_ ~), 
o 0 Bo 

where the B+, B_ and Bo correspond to the positive, negative and zero eigenvalues 

respectively. Therefore 

Writing 

dE 

dt 
r UtBAU 

Jan 
r Fnds, Fn = ut BAU. 

Jan 
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we have 

and hence 

(2.71) 

To give a bounded energy, maximally dissipative boundary conditions can be used, 

where L is now the coupling matrix between the in going and the outgoing vectors 

of characteristic variables. First consider the case where f = O. Substituting the 

maximally dissipative boundary condition into (2.71) gives 

(2.72) 

Therefore a way of ensuring a decreasing energy in (2.70) is to force Fn to be 

negative. To enforce this, we need 

(2.73) 

to be negative definite. Now consider the case where f =f. o. Again, the maximally 

dissipative boundary condition can be substituted into (2.71) giving 

F n = U!LtB+A+LU_ +U!B_A_U_ 

+U!LtB+A+f + ftB+A+LU_ + jtB+A+f. (2.74) 

Now the function 9 is introduced, defined as 

(2.75) 

The expression 

(2.76) 

is negative as M is negative definite. This expression can be expanded 

(U! + gt)M(U_ + g) = U!MU_ + U!LtB+A+f + ftA+B+LU_ 

+ f t A+B+Llvl-1 MM-1(LtB+A+L + B_A_)L-1 f 

- ft A+B+LM-1 B_A_L-1 f 

U!MU_ + U!LtB+A+f + ftA+B+LU_ 

+ ft B+A+f - ft A+B+Llvl-1 B_A_L -1 f 

F n - ft A+B+LM-1 B_A_L -1 f. 
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Hence 

(2.78) 

of which the first term is negative definite and the second term is given in terms 

of f, which is prescribed and can therefore be controlled. Note that homogeneous 

MDBC give a non-increasing energy while inhomogeneous MDBC give an energy 

bounded by the free data. 

Considering a specific example - continuing with the example of the wave equation 

- we have the energy density 

(2.79) 

and the flux 

(2.80) 

and the flux in the normal direction in terms of the characteristic variables 

F = ~(U2 - U2) (2.81) n 4 + - , 

where the characteristic variables are no longer vectors. With homogeneous 

boundary conditions, i.e. with f set to zero, (2.81) becomes 

showing that Fn is non-positive for !I);i! :::; 1. This implies that the time derivative 

of the energy is non-positive for !I);i! :::; 1 and hence the energy cannot grow. 

For the case where f #- 0, we don't get a conserved energy but we do get a bound 

on the energy dependent only upon I); and f. We have to make the condition that 

!I);! #- 1 so we are excluding Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. 

(2.83) 

where the first term is negative and the second is positive but is dependent only 

upon f and I); and will therefore give a bound on the growth of the energy due to 

(2.68). 

2.6 Constraint preserving boundary conditions 

Constraint preserving boundary conditions work in the same way as homoge

neous maximally dissipative boundary conditions but instead of controlling the 
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mam energy, they ensure that the constraint energy is non-increasing. To cal

culate a constraint energy, the constraint system is written in closed form and 

the constraint characteristic variables are calculated for this system, allowing the 

constraint energy to be constructed from characteristic constraint variables in the 

same way as the main energy is constructed from the characteristic variables of 

the main system. 

For the formulations we are considering in this work 

(2.84) 

where the dots stand for transverse derivatives of characteristic variables and 

where C± are a pair of constraint characteristic variables corresponding to the 

characteristic variables with evolution equations 

U± = ±8n U± + .... (2.85) 

For example, with KWB (see Section 6.2) 

C± = 8n U± + 8BU±B. (2.86) 

To obtain a constraint energy that is non-growing, homogeneous maximally dis

sipative boundary conditions can be applied to pairs of characteristic constraint 

variables. 

(2.87) 

where IK.I ::; 1. Now substituting (2.84) into this boundary condition gives 

8n U+ - K.8n U- = ... (2.88) 

This can be translated into an evolution equation using (2.85) 

(2.89) 

A new variable X on the boundary can be defined as 

(2.90) 

and therefore (2.89) can be written as 

(2.91) 

This can be viewed as an evolution equation for X on the boundary. X will 

therefore be known on the boundary and can be used as a source function for a 

maximally dissipative boundary condition 

(2.92) 
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Considering a single pair of characteristic variables, the time derivative of the 

energy can therefore be bounded by X, as with maximally dissipative boundary 

conditions, i.e. (2.78) with M = /'\,2 - I, L = /'\" A+B+ = 1 and A_B_ = -1. 

E < 

(2.93) 

where K3 = 1/(1 - /'\,2) provided 1/'\,1 #- 1. Hence the energy is bounded if X is 

bounded, giving a bound on the solution u. However, bounding X is not easy 

to do. This can be done if X decouples from the solution in the bulk, i.e. the 

time derivative can be written in terms of the free boundary data and X itself. 

However, this is not the case for our work and so we will not be able to prove 

stability in this way. 
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Chapter 3 

Finite Differencing 

3.1 Discrete stability and convergence 

Once the continuum problem has been shown to be well-posed, we discretise the 

equations using difference operators to approximate derivatives. To translate to a 

full discrete system involves writing complicated discretisations in space and time 

of the continuum derivatives. However, we use the 'method of lines' technique 

to simplify the problem. This involves considering the semid~screte problem, i.e. 

discretising the spatial derivatives but keeping the time derivative continuous, to 

give a system of ODE's. For example, the wave equation at the continuum is 

Jr 'ljJ' 
, 

Jr, 

(3.1) 
(3.2) 

for which we can write the standard second order accurate centred approximation 

for a first derivative: 
Ui+l - Ui-l 

DOUi = 2h ' 

where Uj is the value of U at grid point j and h is the grid spacing, to give 

'ljJi+l - 'ljJi-l 
Jr 

2h 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

These can then be integrated by a standard time-integrator (we will be using 4th 

order Runga Kutta) as we now have two ODE's. 

We need the discretized solution to converge to the exact solution, i.e. the norm 

of the error between the numerical and exact solutions must tend to zero as 
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the time and spatial steps tend to zero, as we need to be able to get closer to 

the continuum solution by increasing resolution. As a simpler way of showing 

convergence of a numerical scheme, we can use the Lax theorem, which states 

that if a numerical scheme is consistent with a well-posed initial value problem 

in a certain norm and stable with respect to the same norm then it is convergent 

to the same order and with respect to that norm. [8] Consistency means that a 

numerical scheme is a good approximation to a problem, i.e. if you substitute the 

solution of the partial differential equation into the finite difference scheme, you 

should get an error .6.tTn where II Tn II ----7 0 as the time and spatial steps tend to 

zero. Generally we will be specifying operators that are of the correct accuracy 

so this condition will automatically be satisfied. The problem we will consider 

more will be that of stability, which means we can bound the solution at time t, 

i.e. we can put the estimate Ilunll :::; KeatlluOl1 on the norm of the solution, Ilunll, 
where Iluo II is the norm of the initial data. Note that the exponential term in this 

definition of stability allows the solutions of differing initial data to grow apart at 

a large rate, however it is sufficient for convergence. There is a distinction between 

this unwanted growth of the solution and a technical numerical instability. The 

former means that you can always get nearer to the continuum solution simply 

by increasing the resolution of your scheme while the latter does not allow this. 

3.2 Semi-discrete boundaries 

Above we gave the maximally dissipative boundary conditions at the continuum 

level. However, when forming the discrete numerical scheme, specifying the semi

discrete system for the points on the boundary will usually require spatial dif

ferences. In the bulk a centered difference operator is often used but on the 

boundary, some prescription using one-sided difference operators is needed. For 

example, considering a one-dimensional grid, where the first grid point is j = 0 

and the last grid point is j = N we may need operators like the first order ap

proximations of the first spatial derivatives: 

D 
Ul - Uo 

+uo = 
h 

(3.6) 

and 

(3.7) 

as we cannot use points from outside the grid. That is, unless we make use of 

ghost-points, which are points outside the physical grid that can be used in the 
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same centered derivative operators at the boundary as in the bulk of the grid. So 

in general, the continuum boundary conditions need to be translated into one

sided derivative operators (making use of the semidiscrete evolution equations in 

the calculation) or they need to be used to populate these ghost-points. These 

techniques are equivalent, however it turns out that the second method is easier 

for coding purposes whilst the first is more suited to analysis. 

Considering the maximally dissipative boundary conditions described above, we 

can use the wave equation as an example of forming a semi-discrete prescription. 

3.2.1 The second order in space wave equation 

Here we will consider the wave equation in second order in space form in only one 

dimension for simplicity. 

7r 

which we discretise with 

7r. 
J 

7r. 
J 

7r, 

¢" , 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

where the subscript denotes the grid location. As calculated above, the charac

teristic variables are 

u± = 7r ± ¢', (3.12) 

with evolution equations 

(3.13) 

Again, we consider a ID grid from j = 0 to j = N (parameters subscripted with 

Land R represent the values on the left and right boundaries respectively). 

At the boundary of the grid, j = N 

(3.14) 

where IK;I is set to be strictly less than one so we avoid any problem with equation 

(2.83). 

Substituting the evolution variables back into (3.14) gives 

,. 7rN(K;R - 1) - fR 

¢N= - K;R + 1 . (3.15) 
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We discretise the first derivative with a second order accurate difference operator 

(3.16) 

and make use of the fact that 

(3.17) 

to give the second order accurate spatial discretisation. The semi-discrete evolu

tion of the system on the boundary is therefore 
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Chapter 4 

3+ 1 Formulations of General 

Relativity 

4.1 The 3+1 split 

There are various approaches for breaking down the Einstein equations; the two 

most common are the 3+ 1 split and the characteristic 2+2 split. We will concen

trate on the former as it allows us to give data on an initial spatial hypersurface 

and make a discrete evolution of data onto subsequent hypersurfaces, using a time 

vector. In the following calculation we follow closely the work of York. [9] 

The first task is to foliate the spacetime with 3-surfaces. We can prescribe a unit 

normal, ni, to the 3-surfaces that can be used to form the spatial metric on the 

slices: 

( 4.1) 

where gab is the 4D metric. Contracting with na and making use of nana = -1 

glVes 

(4.2) 

showing that the 3D metric is perpendicular to the normal. It should be noted 

that the mixed form of the 3-metric ~b = 'Yb' = cSb' + nanb is a projector onto the 

slices, 

(4.3) 

The projection operator can be used to project the 4D covariant derivative V onto 
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the slices to give the 3D covariant derivative D. 

Now 

D b -..L n b -..Lc..Lb n d 
aW = vaw = a d v cW . 

\1 agbc = O. 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

In analogy to (4.5) the 3D covariant derivative of the spatial metric, Daibc, van

ishes: 

..L~..L~..L~ \1 dief 

..L~..L~..L~ \1 dgef + ne ..L~..L~..L~ \1 dnf + nf ..L~..L~..L~ \1 dne 

0, ( 4.6) 

where we have expanded the projector, used the linearity and Leibniz rules and 

eliminated any terms of the form \1 agbc = 0 and ..L~ nb = O. 

We have a metric and a covariant derivative for the 3-surfaces; all that remains to 

give a full description of the spacetime is to define how the surfaces are embedded 

in the manifold. This description is contained within the term known as the 

ext:r:insic curvature Kab, which can be considered to be the time derivative of the 

3-metric. It incorporates the information difference between the 4D Riemann 

tensor and the 3D Riemann tensor. We have the four main definitions of Kab (the 

proof that they are equivalent can be found in Appendix A). 

(4.7) 

( 4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

We can define a time vector t a as threading the 3-surfaces, in the same direction 

as n a , mapping points on one spatial hypersurface, say I;t, to points on the next 

hypersurface, say I;t+Li.t (see figure 4.1). This time vector can be constructed 

from a multiple of the normal na , where this multiple is called the lapse a, and 

the shift (3, which describes the movement of the points in space between the two 

hypersurfaces. Hence, we can vlrite the time vector explicitly as 

t a = an a + (3a. (4.11) 
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Figure 4.1 : Spatial hypersurfaces t hreaded by t he unit normal and the time vector 

(one dimension suppressed) . 

We can now define the 3D Riemann tensor in an analogous way to its 4D coun

t erpart by writ ing: 

( 4.12) 

and 

( 4. 13) 

the latter coming from the fact that the 3D Riemann tensor must be spatial. 

The Gauss equation below expresses the 4D Riemann tensor in terms of the 3D 

Riemann tensor and the extrinsic curvature. It involves a projection of all four 

indices of t he 4D Riemann tensor. 

(4. 14) 

The derivations of t his and the following equations can be found in Appendix A. 

T he Codazzi equation involves a projection of t hree indices onto the spatial slices 

and a contraction with the unit normal. 

( 4.15) 

where R aben = n d 
Rabcd . 
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The one remaining decomposition requires two projections and two contractions 

with the normal, which will give the evolution equations, i.e. the time derivatives 

of the extrinsic curvature and the spatial metric. This is in contrast to the Gauss 

and Codazzi equations, which are called the constraint equations because they 

involve no time derivatives of the spatial metric and the extrinsic curvature. The 

constraint equations contain information on fourteen of the twenty components of 

the 4D Riemann tensor (due to symmetry properties, the 4D Riemann tensor has 

twenty degrees of freedom, fourteen of which are incorporated in these equations). 

Hence, the other six components are incorporated in the evolution equations. The 

Gauss and Codazzi equations must hold for every spatial slice and so give rise to 

constraint equations on these surfaces (again derivations are in Appendix A). Of 

the ten Einstein equations 

( 4.16) 

one becomes the scalar or Hamiltonian constraint 

( 4.17) 

where p = Tnn , and three become the momentum constraint 

( 4.18) 

where we make a slight change of notation to [9] with ~ Gan ~ G~ and 

ja ~ Tan. The momentum constraint is so named because it involves the 

momentum density as determined by an observer moving with the slices. The p 

in the Hamiltonian constraint can be viewed as the energy density in a similar 

way. 

In summary, we have the Hamiltonian constraint, which embodies one of the 

Einstein equations, and the momentum constraint, which incorporates another 

three. V/hereas these four constraints hold on the slices, the remaining six Einstein 

equations are related to the embedding of the slices in spacetime. Here is 'i\There 

the Lie derivative with respect to Na = O'.na enters into the calculation. Whilst the 

constraint equations do not contain any time derivatives of the extrinsic curvature 

or spatial metric and hence are not involved in the evolution of the solution, the 

remaining equations give expression for LNKab and LNrab and hence describe 

evolution between the spatial hypersurfaces. 

( 4.19) 
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This can be translated into the Lie derivative of the curvature in the direction of 

time by using Lt = LN + 12(3 and expanding the projections of the Ricci tensor 

and the contracted Riemann tensor. 

LtKab = - DaDba + a[Rab - 2KacKg + Kab K 
1 1 

-~(Sab - 2labS) - 2~PlabJ + L(3Kab, ( 4.20) 

where we have introduced the projection of the stress-energy tensor onto the 

slices, Sab. Note that because we are in a coordinate system that is adapted 

to the vector field t a , L t = at, illustrating why we consider these equations as 

evolution equations. [10J The evolution equation for the extrinsic curvature (4.20) 

in addition to the evolution equation for the spatial metric 

( 4.21) 

and the momentum and Hamiltonian constraints give the full ten Einstein equa

tions. (4.20) and (4.21) detail how the extrinsic curvature and the metric change 

with time but they say nothing about the lapse and shift, as these are a gauge 

choice. 

Initial data of the form (rij, K ij , p, ji) can be specified on a 3D spatial surface. 

Due to the contracted Bianchi identities, 

(4.22) 

if the initial data satisfies the constraints then the solution will always satisfy the 

constraints throughout the evolution. [10J 

4.2 Adapting the Einstein equations 

4.2.1 Evolution of the Einstein equations 

As was shown in the previous section, the deconstruction of the Einstein equations 

into the 3+1 split provides six evolution equations, which involve time deriva

tives of the 3-metric and the extrinsic curvature, and four constraint equations, 

which do not involve time derivatives. There are two methods of implementing 

these equations; 'constrained' evolution involves using a mixture of the evolution 

equations and the constraint equations to solve the field equations whilst 'free' 
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evolution solves the constraints on the initial hypersurface and then uses only the 

evolution equations, leaving the constraint equations to be used as a test on the 

solution to check how closely it satisfies the constraints. The reason that con

strained evolution is largely avoided is the requirement of more processing power, 

due to the need to solve the elliptic constraint equations, whilst free evolution 

is more economical on processing time. If the constraints are satisfied initially, 

then at the continuum they will be satisfied throughout the evolution, so in this 

case, at the continuum, constrained and free evolution are equivalent. However, 

free evolution allows constraint violation from numerical error and so the con

straints will not remain satisfied at the discrete level. One of the advantages of 

the presence of constraints in free evolution is that they provide an additional tool 

for reformulating the evolution equations in addition to the standard change of 

variables, whether it be by adding multiples of the constraints (in essence adding 

zero to the continuum equations) or introducing auxiliary variables (which adds 

new constraints for these new variables.) "\iVhen the constraints are obeyed, the 

same equations are being solved at the continuum, however these adjustments can 

aid stability at the discrete level. It should be noted that this method of using 

the constraints to obtain well-posedness is distinct from constrained evolution be

cause it involves adding the constraints to the evolution equations, rather than 

replacing a number of evolution equations with constraint equations, and hence 

retains the bifurcation into six evolution equations and four constraint equations. 

4.2.2 The ADM system 

The scheme derived in the previous section was the original formulation used in 

numerical relativity, called the ADM formulation after Arnowitt, Deser and Misner 

and introduced to the numerical community by Smarr and York [11] and York. [9] 

Although this was the standard formulation used in numerical relativity up until 

the mid 1990's, numerical codes were plagued with unexplained blow-ups, which 

were thought to be caused by insufficient resolution, a bad choice of gauge or just 

an unstable finite differencing scheme. However, it was later discovered that the 

formulation itself was ill-posed at the continuum with certain gauge choices, and 

numerical error was triggering instabilities. 
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4.2.3 The BSSN system 

Various modifications to the ADM formulation have been suggested and tested 

over the years. The first to be mentioned here is the BSSN system, introduced by 

Nakamura and Shibata in 1995 [2] and reintroduced by Baumgarte and Shapiro in 

1999 [3], which involves introducing new 'connection' variables and factoring out 

the conformal factor. This means that instead of evolving the extrinsic curvature 

and the metric, the variables evolved are the conformal factor and the trace of the 

extrinsic curvature. The new variables are the conformal metric ;Yij, the conformal 

tracefree part of the extrinsic curvature Aij and the conformal connection variables 

ti 

lij 
-4</1 e lij 

1 
e- 4</1(K·· - -"I "K) - e-4 </1 A-" 2J 3 /2J - 2J 

( 4.23) 

( 4.24) 

( 4.25) 

where ¢ = 112 log( det lij) is chosen so that the additional constraint ;Y = det ;Yij = 1 

is satisfied. The most essential modification for numerical stability was stated in 

[3] to be the use of the momentum constraint to eliminate the divergence of Aij . 

There are many forms of the BSSN equations that are used by different groups 

and it is important to note that the hyperbolicity depends very much on how the 

equations are written. The BSSN system with densitised lapse and fixed shift in 

[13] is shown to be strongly hyperbolic. Also, in [12] a general form of BSSN is 

shown with conditions on the parametrisation of the addition of constraints that 

give strong hyperbolicity. 

4.2.4 The NOR system 

An alternative is the NOR formulation, introduced by Nagy, Ortiz and Reula 

[1] and derived from the densitised ADM system in a similar way to BSSN (but 

without a conformal traceless decomposition) by introducing three connection 

variables, similar to the r i variables in BSSN, and adding a multiple of the mo

mentum constraint to the evolution equation of k The evolution equations are 

.L(t-(3)1ij 

.L(t_(3)Kij 

.L(t-(3) li 

2NKij 

~ Ik1[-lij,kl - blk1,ij] + Nj(j,i) + B 
k" k" 

N[(c - 2h J Kij,k + (1 - ch J Kkj,i] + Ci 
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( 4.27) 
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and the constraints are 

(3) R + K2 - KabKab 

DbK! - DaK 

j J.L - 'lCT I'~CT o. 

Note we have used I'ij here instead of hij to keep notation consistent. 

(4.29) 

( 4.30) 

( 4.31) 

If the ji are introduced as in [12] with arbitrary p = r + 2 (instead of p = 1 

in [1]), then the equations with zero shift and densitised lapse linearised about 

Minkowski space can be written as in [6] with b = 1, c = 2 in the notation of [1] 

0tl'ij -2Kij ( 4.32) 

OtKij 
1 k r 

( 4.33) --0 Ok')'"' + -o·o·t + OCr) 2 tJ 2 t J t J 

Odi rOi K , ( 4.34) 

where t = 5kll'kl. This form is how we will compare to the electromagnetic formu

lations we consider later. 

It was shown in [1] that the pseudo-differential reduction of NOR is strongly 

hyperbolic for (i) b > 0, b 0:11 and c > 0 and (ii) b = 1 and c = 2, and hence for 

the case in [6]. 

4.2.5 The Z4 system 

Another technique is to introduce extra variables into the field equations before 

the 3+1 split is made. An example of this is the Z4 system where the auxiliary 

variable ZJ.L is introduced into the Einstein equations in the following way 

(4.35) 

where setting ZJ.L = 0 regains the Einstein equations. By splitting up the auxiliary 

variable into the spatial component Zi and the normal component 8 _ -nJ.LZJ.L = 

aZo (where nJ.L is the unit normal to the slices), the 3+1 decomposition in vacuum 

can be made:[4] 

(Ot - £/3 hij 

(Ot - £/3)Kij 

-2aKij 

-DiDja + a[Rij + DiZj + DjZi 

-2Kik K k
j + (K - 2e)Kij] 
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a .. k k 
2[R + (K - 2B)K - K 2

J Kij + 2Dk Z - 2(Dk a/a)Z ] 

with the usual constraints 

H R - KijKij + K2 

DjKji - Di K . 

( 4.38) 

( 4.39) 

( 4.40) 

(4.41) 

Note that the constraint equations that existed before the introduction of the aux

iliary variable have been translated into evolution equations for that variable. For 

a solution of the Einstein equations, the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints 

must be satisfied for the initial data as well as setting ZJ.L = O. It is important 

to notice that the constraint system only closes if equations (4.38) and (4.39) 

are included and hence the variable ZJ.L is a part of the constraint system and 

the evolution system, a fact that is useful when trying to damp constraints; by 

controlling ZJ.L in the evolution equations, we can damp the constraints without 

having to project back onto the constraint surface. The variable ZJ.L can be used 

in a breaking of the time symmetry, which allows damping of the constraint and 

hence produces an attracting constraint hypersurface. A damping parameter K, is 

added into the field equations [14]: 

(4.42) 

where tJ.L is a time-like vector. This introduces extra terms involving K, into (4.37), 

(4.38) and (4.39) and the damping of constraints described above. 

We also note from [14] that the transformation 

e -+ 0, 1 ( 'k P'k) Z· -+ - j. - 'YJ 'Y" k + -'YJ ry'k . 
2 2 2 / /2J, 2 / / J ,2 

( 4.43) 

takes the Z4 system to NOR. 
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Chapter 5 

Electromagnetism 

5.1 Electromagnetic analogues of formulations 

of general relativity 

Some formulations of the Einstein equations have an electromagnetic analogue, 

including the Z4 and NOR systems mentioned above. The advantage of working 

with these analogues is that electromagnetism is linear rather than quasi-linear 

(linear in the highest derivatives) and exact solutions can be given to compare to 

the results of a numerical scheme, allowing simple convergence tests. 

5.2 The Maxwell equations 

To make a 3+ 1 split of the Maxwell equations we can start from the field equations 

(the derivation from the differential form of the Maxwell equations can be found 

in Appendix B): 

with the conservation of charge 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

Vve define AO 'l/J, jO P and the electric field Ei FiO = -Ai + 'l/J,i from 

equation (5.2). Setting lJ = 0 in 5.1 gives Ei,i = 4np whilst setting lJ = i gives 
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Ei = -(Ai,jj - Aj, ij) - 41[ji, and we can therefore write out the full system: 

A-t -E- -'ljJ. t ,t (5.4) 

E-t A··· - A· .. - 41[f JJt tJJ I (5.5) 

O=C Ei,i - 47rp. (5.6) 

Ei is the electric field, Ai is the magnetic potential, 'ljJ is the electric potential and 

ji and p are source terms that satisfy j\ + p = O. For simplicity, the vacuum case , 

(p = ji = 0) will be considered with the electric potential 'ljJ also set to zero. In a 

comparison to the ADM equations, A can be considered analogous to the spatial 

metric lij, Ei to the extrinsic curvature Kij and the constraint C to the ADM 

momentum constraint. 

Next, we make a differential reduction to first order by introducing new variables 

for the first derivatives of the magnetic potential. The new variable dij is defined 

as 

(5.7) 

and the fact that O/JjAk can be written as Ojdik or Oidjk gives rise to an additional 

constraint. 

The original system of equations is rewritten as 

and differentiating (5.9) gives 

The evolution equations are therefore 

which with the constraints 

COidjj + (1 - c)ojdij - ojdji 

-OiEj, 

O=C 

Oidjk - Ojdik 

OiEi 
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(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 



provide the full system in first order form, where the evolution equations can be 

written in the standard way 

(5.16) 

For arbitrary direction ni, a strongly hyperbolic system is one where the matrix 

Pn = ni pi has only real eigenvalues and a complete set of eigenvectors. A projector 

onto the space normal to ni can be given as usual 

i _ si i q j = U j - n nj, 

where a projected index is denoted by A,B,C. So 

Considering the example n = (1,0,0), 

and the variable dij can be broken down into a scalar block 

dqq dijqi j = (dll + d22 + d33 ) - dll 

d22 + d33 , 

the transverse vector block 

and the transverse traceless tensor block 

(d12 , d13 ) 

(d21 , d31 ) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

Therefore, returning to n, A notation, the evolution equations of the components 

of dij are 

Otdnn -aIEl (5.24) 

at dnA -OlEA (5.25) 

at dAn -oAEl (5.26) 

OtdAB -oAEB (5.27) 

Otdqq -oAEA. (5.28) 
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The remaining evolution equations are 

OtEn -Ondnn - oAdAn + condnn + COndqq + (1 - C)Ondnn + (1 - c)oAdnA 

-oAdAn + COndqq + (1 - c)oAdnA (5.29) 

OtEA -OndnA - oBdBA + cOAdnn + cOAdBB + (1 - c)ondAn + (1 - c)oBdAB . 

(5.30) 

Ignoring transverse derivatives we can write down Pn . However, the variables split 

into scalar, vector and tensor blocks and can be considered separately. For the 

scalar block: (dnn , En, dqq ), 

( 
0 -1 0) 

pn = 0 0 C , 

000 

for which the only eigenvalue is A = 0 with only one eigenvector (1,0,0). There is 

not a full set of eigenvectors and the system is therefore only weakly hyperbolic. To 

be strongly hyperbolic, for any n, Pn has to have real eigenvalues and a complete 

set of eigenvectors. For the transverse vector block, (dnA, E A, dAn), 

pn = ( ~ 1 ~ 1 

(1 ~ C) ) 

000 

has eigenvalues A = 0, ±1 and eigenvectors (1 - c, 0, 1) and (-1, ±1, 0). The 

transverse traceless tensor block dAB has Pn = O. 

5.3 The KWB system 

The KWB system can be obtained from equations (5.4 - 5.6) by introducing the 

variable 

(5.31) 

which gives rise to an additional constraint 

(5.32) 

The constraints can then be used to give the time derivative for r 

(5.33) 
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from the constraint 

This alters the system of equations to 

with constraints 

-Ei 

E-t -fJi OJ Ai + oif 

f 0, 

0= C OjEj 

o = Cr f - ojAj . 

This is the simplest form of the general set of equations 

A-t 

-ojOjA + (1 - a)ojoiAj + aOif 

f (1 - b)o·E· J J' 

with a and b set to 1.[15] 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

(5.37) 

(5.38) 

(5.39) 

(5.40) 

(5.41) 

(5.42) 

The analogy between NOR and KWB can be made clear by comparing the 3-

metric l'ij with Ai, the extrinsic curvature Kij with Ei and the auxiliary connection 

variables Ii with f. Note, the construction of KWB parallels that of NOR in that 

the new variable f is introduced in the same way as Ii and the constraint is 

added to an evolution equation to make the formulation strongly hyperbolic. The 

analogy cannot be taken too far however because the f variable decouples from 

the evolution equations in KWB, a property that does not hold for the Ii terms 

in NOR; considering equation (4.28), l'ij and Kij both appear in the evolution 

equation for k 

The characteristic variables of the KWB system can be calculated by first making 

a first order reduction, 

with constraint equations 

f 

0= C 

o =Cr 

-o·E· t J 

-Ojdji + oif 

0, 

ojE· 
J 
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(5.43) 

(5.44) 

(5.45 ) 

(5.46) 

(5.47) 



The principal matrix for the scalar block: (dnn , En, dqq , r) is 

0 -1 0 0 

Pn= 
-1 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

for which the eigenvalues are A = 0, ±1 and the corresponding eigenvectors are 

(1,0,0,1), (0,0,1,0) and (-1, ±1, 0,1). The vector block: (dnB , E B, dBn) has 

principal matrix 

Pn ~ ( ~1 ~1 n 
and hence has eigenvalues A = 0, ±1 and eigenvectors (0,0,1) and (-1, ±1, 0). 

We can take the inverse of the matrix of eigenvectors or use the transpose of the 

principal matrix - recall equation (2.55) - to give the non-zero speed characteristic 

variables: 

U± -dnn ± En + r (5.48) 

U±B -dnB ± E B, (5.49) 

(5.50) 

which in second order form are 

U± -An,n ± En + r (5.51) 

U±B -ABn ± E B· , (5.52) 

The calculation is exactly the same in second order form if An,n and AB,n are 

considered as evolution variables. 

Considering a domain periodic in X,y and z, the general conserved energy density 

IS 

(5.53) 

For simplicity, Co is set to 1, C2 is set to 0 and Cl = a is large enough to ensure 

that the energy is positive definite. This gives the energy density 

(5.54) 

This energy can be shown to be conserved by taking the time derivative 

E = (-E-A· .. + ET . - E-A- . + E- T) 2 2,)) 2,2 2,) 2,) 2,2 (5.55) 
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and then the integral over space, where D is the domain of the solution, 

E r -E- A- .. + E T . - E- . A- . + E- TdV Jot t,JJ t ,t t,J t,J t,t 

r (-EiA J. + EJT) . dV, Jo ' ,J 
(5.56) 

which, as we are taking an integral of a total divergence with periodic boundaries, 

gives a conserved energy by Gauss' Theorem. 

To show that the energy is positive definite, A,j is split into trace and traceless 
1 -

parts: A,j = 30ijSkk + Sij so that 

· 1 - 1.. -.. 2 
E EiEt + (-30ijSkk + Sij) (302JSll + StJ) - 2Skk f + af 

· 1 2 - -.. 2 
EiEt + 3(Skk) + SijstJ - 2Skk f + af 

· 1 2 2 - - .. 
EiEt + 3 [Skk - 3f] + (a - 3)f + SijStJ, (5.57) 

from which it is clear that with a 2: 3, the energy is positive definite in E i , f 

and the first derivative of A. The situation when including A is a little more 

complicated, as the energy is no longer conserved, but is instead bounded by 

exponential growth (see section 6.1.3). 

Now, considering a boundary 8D to the domain D, there will be a non-vanishing 

term 

E r (-EiAi n + Enf) ds J [)o ' 

r (En(-Ann + r) + EB(-ABn )) ds 
J[)O' , 

l fao ((Uii - U:i )) ds. 

The maximally dissipative boundary conditions are 

With homogeneous MDBC 

E = l fao ((~2 - l)U: i ) ds, 

(5.58) 

(5.59) 

(5.60) 

(5.61) 

which is non-increasing for I~I < 1. Here, I~I = 1 would give a conserved energy. 

By adding in the inhomogeneous terms the energy will no longer be non-increasing 

but it will instead be possible to bound it in terms of the inhomogeneous free data. 

E = ~(X;2 -1) (u_ + X;2x;~ S ~ /~ 1 (5.62) 

Note, we have given ~ no subscript here but in general each MDBC will have a 

distinct ~i. 
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5.4 The Zl system 

An electromagnetic analogue to the Z4 formulation is the Zl system. The variable 

Z can be introduced into the Maxwell field equations in the same way as Z/-L was 

introduced into the field equations for the Z4 system and again it can be set up 

to damp the constraints. 

F/-LV _ Z,v - rt,tV Z = -47rJ'v 
,/-L ' (5.63) 

where tV = (1,0,0,0) and rt, ;::: 0 is a damping parameter. The evolution equations 

can be constructed as above but with the extra terms incorporated. 

-Ojoj Ai + ojoiAj + OiZ - 47rji, 

Z -rt,Z + Oi Ei - 47rp. 

(5.64) 

(5.65) 

(5.66) 

Also notice that setting r = Z + A,i transforms the KWB system into the un

damped Zl system. It is important to note that the linearised NOR system given 

above, equations (4.32 - 4.34), can be compared to KWB directly only if the 

parameter T' is set to zero. By a different choice of parameter, the system is 

equivalent to linearised Z4. 

Again, the source terms p and ji are set to zero to study the homogeneous problem 

and the electric potential 1/J is set to zero as a gauge choice. It should be noted 

that the solution to these equations is a solution of the Maxwell equations only 

if the constraints C = E;,; and Z are equal to zero. The constraint C has now 

become an evolution equation for Z in exactly the same way as the constraints 

become evolution equations for Z/-L in the Z4 system. 

For the first order reduction, the auxiliary variable dij is introduced once again 

with the constraint 

The evolution system is therefore 

Ot d · . 2) -OiEj 

-oj dji + cOidjj + (1 - c)oj dij + OiZ 

oiEi' 
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(5.67) 

(5.68) 

(5.69) 

(5.70) 

(5.71) 



so that the only difference in Pn is in the scalar block, (dnn , En, dqq , Z): 

0 -1 0 0 

pn = 
0 0 c 1 

0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 

giving a eigenvalue of A = 0, which corresponds to the eigenvectors (1,0,0,0) 

and (1,0,1, -c) and eigenvalues A = ±1 corresponding to (1, =F1, 0, -1). The 

eigenvalues are real and there are a full set of eigenvectors so the system is strongly 

hyperbolic. 

The constraint evolution system can also be constructed in the same way. So far, 

the constraints are 

o 

o 

o 

The time derivative of C is 

Z 

C fJiEi 

-fifJidji + riOidjj + OiOiZ 

(5.72) 

(5.73) 

(5.74) 

(5.75) 

(5.76) 

from (5.74). Another variable is introduced to reduce the constraint system to 

first order. Wi is defined as 

with constraint 

giving 

Also 

o:J·d 'k - O,d'k U 2 J J 2 

-oiojEk + OjoiEk 

o 
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(5.77) 

(5.78) 

(5.79) 

(5.80) 



and 

and 

Wi fJiBiEj 

BiG 

. . 
BjWi - BiWj 

8i 8j G - 8j 8i G 

o. 

So, in summary, the constraint system is 

0, 

(5.81) 

(5.82) 

(5.83) 

(5.84) 

(5.85) 

(5.86) 

which has real eigenvalues and a full set of eigenvectors and so is strongly hyper

bolic. 

Without reducing to first order, the same process can be used but the first deriva

tives of the magnetic potential that would be rewritten as new variables are instead 

used directly as evolution variables. This means that there will be no constraint 

Gijk . The blocks are (An,n, En, Z), (AB,n, EB) and (Ai,B). For the scalar block 

The eigenvector for A = 0 is (1,0,0) and those for A = ±1 are (-1, ±, 1). For 

transverse vector block: 

pt = (0 -1) 
n -1 0 

and the eigenvectors for A = ±1 are (-1, ±1). The transverse traceless tensor 

block Ai,B will be zero. There is a full set of eigenvectors for Pn- Note that the 

process in second order form deals with a matrix of size one smaller than when 

performing a first order reduction, however the row ignored will always be a row 

of zeros, which will always give the extra eigenvector required. 
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By taking the inverse of the matrix of eigenvectors, the characteristic variables 

are 

Ann+ Z , 

-ABn ± EB, , 

(5.87) 

(5.88) 

(5.89) 

with speeds zero, =fl and =fl respectively (note speed = -A.) Again, it should 

be stressed that multiples of the transverse derivatives can be added to the char

acteristic variables as the partial derivatives commute, meaning that the time 

derivative of a transverse derivative will always give a transverse derivative. Fi

nally, the third block Ai,B has been neglected here as it is automatically zero 

speed. 
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Chapter 6 

KWB 

6.1 Discrete energy 

6.1.1 Discrete energy without boundaries 

Initially considering no boundaries to the domain, the system can be discretised 

in the standard second order accurate way to give 

-Ei 

-D+jD_jA + DOir 
r o. 

The energy density can be discretised as 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

There is always a choice of whether to use D+ or Do for the first derivatives in 

the energy density but considering summation by parts with no boundaries in 

Appendix C, the choices made here will allow cancellation when a sum of the 

energy density is made over the grid. 

Making the parameter choices Co = I, Cl = CJ and C2 = 0 the energy density is 

(6.5) 

If we now sum over the grid points, the time derivative of the energy is 

ED (Ei' Ei ) + (D+jA, D+jJL) - (DOiAi, f) - (DOiJL, r) + (r, f) 

-(Ei' D+jD_jA) + (Ei' DOir) - (D+iAj, D+iEj ) + (DOiEi, f). (6.6) 
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Now making use of summation by parts with no boundaries from Appendix C, 

this becomes 

Hence this energy is conserved. 

6.1.2 Positive definite discrete energy without boundaries 

Now we show that this energy is positive definite 

We introduce X, 

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get 

and (D.17) gives 

X ~ -EIIDoiAiW - E-11IrW. 

Now, using Dof = ~(D+f + D-f), 

IIDofW II~D+f + ~D-fW 
< ~IID+fW + ~IID_fW 

IID+fW, 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

using the triangle inequality and the fact that IID+ull is equivalent to IID_ull 
with no boundaries. Therefore 

(6.13) 

The derivative D+iAj is split into trace and tracefree parts 

(6.14) 

Therefore 

(6.15) 

and 

(6.16) 
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so that the full energy 

ED = (Ei' Ei) + (D+iAj, D+i, Aj) - 2(DoiA, r) + a\\rW > 
1 2 - -.. 2 1 2 2 

(Ei' Ei) + "3(Skk) + Sij S2J 
- E(Skk) - E- IIrll + allrll 

1 2 - -.. 1 2 
(Ei' Ei) + ("3 - E)(Skk) + SijS2J + (eJ - E- )lIrll , (6.17) 

which is positive definite for E s:; ~ and therefore eJ ~ 3. So, in summary, if we de

fine the vector u = (Ei' D+iAj, r) then we have a conserved energy E constructed 

of quadratic forms of (Ei' D+iAj, DOiAj, r) with 

E=O, (6.18) 

such that 

(6.19) 

and therefore 

(6.20) 

The solution lIu(t) II is bounded by E~ / K, which is constant and so it can always 

be bounded by the initial data, giving the stability esti:r;nate required 

(6.21) 

6.1.3 Lower order terms 

N ow consider the lower order term Ai that is missing from energy E. This must 

be included to give a positive definite energy in all the evolution variables. By 

simply adding an A~ term to the energy with an arbitrary coefficient, the energy 

will no longer be conserved but will be positive definite in all evolution variables. 

That is 

Eful! = E; + (D+iAj)2 - 2DoiAr + eJr2 + o? AZ· 

Let u = (Ei' Ai, D+iAj, r). Therefore we have 

but Eful! is not now conserved. However, 

Eful! < _20;2(A, Ei) 

< 0;2(IIAW + IIEiW) 

< 0;211uW 

< 0;2 K:;l E. 
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(6.22) 

(6.23) 

(6.24) 



So, the increase in energy is bounded by the energy itself and hence 

(6.25) 

which is the stability estimate required. 

Ilu(t)11 :S EfuU < eCYh
/

K2 E(O) 

< Kech
/ K2 1Iu(0)11, (6.26) 

where Kllu(O)11 = E(O). The efficiency of the estimate can be improved by 

reducing the value of o. 

6.1.4 Discrete energy with a boundary 

Introducing a boundary requires using the MDBC; we consider the boundary at 

j = N. The characteristic variables are 

-OnAn ± En + f 
-OnAB ± E B, 

(6.27) 

(6.28) 

so recalling the technique used for the second order wave equation in Section 3.2.1, 

we substitute the characteristic variables into the MDBC and make a second order 

difference approximation for the first derivative 

(6.29) 

(6.30) 

and hence write D+D_ as 

(6.31) 

to obtain the semi-discrete ODE's on the boundary 

Ai - -Ei (6.32) 

E - ~D A ~ [- 1 + K,s E - f In 1 
n h -n n + h 1 _ K,s n + 1 - K,s 

-D+BD-BAn + D_nf (6.33) 

EB - ~ D A ~ [- 1 + K,v E I B 1 
h -n B + h 1 - K,v B + 1 - K,v 

-D+cD-CAB + DOBf (6.34) 

f - 0, (6.35) 
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where we have taken a one-sided derivative for r in the evolution equation for 

En. This is synonymous with second order extrapolation, i.e. setting the second 

spatial derivative at the boundary to zero 

r -1 - 2ro + r l = O. (6.36) 

The boundary at j = 0 is calculated in a similar way 

(6.37) 

(6.38) 

We now consider the energy including the boundary terms. For simplicity we 

restrict ourselves to the half plane problem with a boundary at j = 0 so that 

x 2: o. The calculation works in the same way for a boundary at j = N. 

The summation by parts rules will be used again but with boundary terms in

cluded (see Appendix C). The bulk energy will be the same as above but the 

scalar product will now be the sum over j = 1,2, .... Boundary terms at j = 0 

can then be added in a consistent way. Hence the bulk energy density is 

(6.39) 

We use summation by parts on the derivatives in the periodic directions (i.e. DB) 

in the same way as above so these terms will still vanish. 

E bu1k -(Ei' D+jD_jA)'f' + (EiDoi , r) - (D+iAjD+i, Ej) + (DOiEi, r) 

-(D+jEi , D+jA) + (EiDoi , r) - (D+iAjD+i, E j ) + (DOiEi , r) 

hEl D AO - ~ El rO - ~ EOrl (6.40) 
l +n l 2 n 2 n , 

noting that the superscripts indicate the grid position. 

The boundary terms that we will add onto the bulk energy will be those that have 

the correct summation property when adding two touching boundaries together 

from separate domains. The first term we add is ~ E; as there will be a contri

bution from each of the domain boundaries giving a total of hE;' The second 

term we add is ~(D+BAj)2 + h(D+nAj)2 because the transverse derivative will 

have a contribution from both boundaries whilst the normal derivative v,rill only 

have one contribution from the domain in which it lies. The last term we add is 
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-hDBABf - hD+nAnf. There will be a contribution to the transverse derivative 

from both boundaries giving the correct coefficient of -2h but there will also be a 

contribution to the normal derivative from the other boundary, where the bound

ary term will be -hD_nAnf, which when added to -hD+nAnf gives -2hDon Anf 

as D+ + D_ = 2Do . 

. h 2 h ( )2 ( )2 A 2Ebnd =2,Ei + 2, D+BAj + h D+nAj - hDoB Bf - hD+nAnf (6.41) 

and therefore substituting in the boundary equations (6.37) and (6.38) 

. . 
Ebu1k + Ebnd = _ [ 1 + h; (Ef) 2 _ E2 f n ] 

1-h; 1-h; 

( 
1 ) [( ) 0 fn]2 1 ( f~ ) 

- 1 - h;~ 1 + h;s En + 2 + 4; 1 - h;; , 
(6.43) 

which is non-increasing for h = 0 as expected. 

6.1.5 Positive definite discrete energy with a boundary 

We now show that this energy is still positive definite. We recall that the energy 

IS 

2ED (Ei' Ei) + (D+jA, D+jAi) - 2(DoiAi, r) + a[[f[[2 

+~E~E~ + ~D+BA~D+BA~ + hD+nA~D+nA~ - hDoBA~fO 
-hD A O fO + ~a(fO)2 (6.44) +n n 2 . 
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For simplicity, the energy is split into a component only involving normal deriva

tives of Ai 

2EN (D+nAi' S+nAi) - 2(DonAn, r) + a111rW 

+hD+nA~D+nA~ - hD+nA~ro + ~a1(rO)2 (6.45) 

and a component involving the transverse derivatives of Ai and the Ei terms 

2ET = (Ei' Ei) + (D+BAj, D+BAj) - 2(DoBAB) r) + a211rW 
h 0 0 h 0 0 0 0 h (0)2 +2" Ei Ei + 2" D+BAjD+BAj - hDoBABr + 2"a2 r . (6.46) 

From equation (6.13) 

(6.47) 

because there are still no boundaries in the transverse direction. Once again the 

derivative D+BAC is split into trace and tracefree parts 

to give 

and 

so that 

(6.48) 

(6.50) 

- - . 1 BB -1 2 > SBCSBC+(2,--'tT)SBBS -tT Ilfll 

> (~- tT)(D+BAc , D+BAC) - ty111r112. 

(6.51) 

Also considering the boundary terms, the same technique can be used for the 

associated terms giving 

h 0 0 0 0 (1 ) h 0 0 1 ( 0)2 ( ) 2"D+BACD+BAC - hDoBABr 2: 2, - tT 2"D+BAcD+BAc - ty hr. 6.52 

Therefore 

2ET 2: (Ei' Ei) + (D+BAn, D+BAn) 

+(~ - tT)(D+BAC,D+BAc) + (a2 - Eyl)llrW 

+~ [Ef Ef + D+BA~D+BA~ + (~- tT)D+BA~D+BA~ + (a2 - Eyl)(rO)2] 

(6.53) 
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and ET is positive definite for ET :s: ~ and therefore CJ2 2: 2. 

2EN = (D+nAi' D+nA) - 2(DonAn, r) + CJl\\f\ \2 

+hD+nAoD+nA~ - hD+nA~ro + ~CJ1(rO)2. (6.54) 

Once again, the same process can be used, however this time the relation 

(6.55) 

is invalid as there is no summation to infinity. However the relation 

(6.56) 

is true as 

(6.57) 

Therefore, by adding one of the boundary terms to a bulk term the same argument 

holds 

~(\\D+nAn\\2 + h(D+nA~)2) - 2(DonAn, r) + CJl\\rW 

> (-2
1 

- EN)(\\D+nAnW + h(D+nA~)2) + (al - ~)\\rw (6.58) 
EN 

and 

~((D+nA~? - 2(D+nA~rO) + CJl(rO)2) 

> ~(1- EB)(D+nA~)2 + (CJl - ~)(rO)2 
2 EB 

and therefore the normal part gives 

which is positive definite for 

and 
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(6.59) 

(6.60) 

(6.61) 

(6.62) 



Finally putting all these sections together provides the inequality on the whole 

energy 

2E 
1 

> (Ei , Ei) + (D+iAj, D+iAj) - -(D+BAC, D+BAc) - ET(D+BAC, D+BAC) 2 . 

-ENIID+nAnW + (0"1 + 0"2 - ~ - ~)llrw 
EN ET 

+~ [Ef Ef + D+iA~D+iA~ + D+nA?D+nA? 

-(~ + ET)D+BA~D+BA~ - (2EN + EB)(D+nA~)2 
+(0"2 + 0"1 - Ey1 - EB1) (rO)2], (6.63) 

which is positive definite for the conditions given above. 

6.2 Constraint preserving boundary conditions 

for the KWB system 

Constraint preserving boundary conditions can be applied as described above. 

The constraint system for K\iVB can be written in closed form as 

C 

Crn , 

(6.64) 

(6.65) 

which (neglecting transverse derivatives) is just the first order in space wave equa

tion and hence the characteristic variables are 

Cr,n + C = On(r - oiAi) + oiEi 

Cr,n - C = on(r - oiAi) - oiEi 

and therefore, writing in terms of characteristic variables 

(6.66) 

(6.67) 

(6.68) 

(6.69) 

and the constraint energy can be controlled by applying 'homogeneous maximally 

dissipative boundary conditions' to C± 

(6.70) 

Substituting (6.68) and (6.69) into (6.70) gives 

onU+ + OAU+A - K,c(onU- + OAU_A) = o. (6.71) 
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The evolution equations for the characteristic variables 

En,n - An,jj + r,n = (U+),n - An,BB 

Enn + An]']' - r n = -(U_) n + AnBB , " " 

can be used to give the form 

(6,72) 

(6.73) 

A new variable X = U+ + ""cU_, which is defined only on the boundary, can be 

used as the free data in the first of the three maximally dissipative boundary 

conditions 

(6.75) 

with ""s = -""c and i = X. We use ""s and ""vas the coupling constants corre

sponding to the first MDBC and the remaining two MDBC respectively. These 

two remaining MDBC are used to give the evolution equation for X in terms 

of transverse derivatives of the evolution variables (equation 6.76). X can be 

specified in the initial data as X = U+ - ""sU- and evolved using 

X -oB(-AB,n + EB) + ""cOB (-AB,n - EB) - (1- ""c)OBOBAn 

1 - ""c (OB iB - (1 + ""v)OB EB) - (1 + ""c)8B EB - (1 - ""c)OB OBAn 
""v - 1 

1 + ""s OB iB _ 2""s + ""v OB EB - (1 + ""s)oBOBAn. (6.76) 
""v - 1 ""v - 1 

The standard second order accurate discretisation of X is 

. 1 + ""s ""s + ""v () X = DOBiB - 2 DOBEB - 1 + ""s D+BD-BAn. 
""v - 1 ""v - 1 

(6.77) 

6.3 The KWB system with shift 

Taking the KWB evolution equations (5.35 - 5.37), we now make a Galilean trans

formation to incorporate a shift into these evolution equations. We set 

and hence 

a 
at 
a 

oi:i 

t 

a . a 
at - f3~ oxi 

a 
ox· 
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(6.79) 

(6.80) 

(6.81) 



Therefore, the evolution equations become 

f 

j3i Oi Ai - Ei 

j3ioiEi - oj OJ Ai + oif 

j3iOif, 

(6.82) 

(6.83) 

(6.84) 

where the dot now stands for the derivative with respect to t. We can let 00 = 

Ot - j3iOi to give, 

0, 

(6.85) 

(6.86) 

(6.87) 

where the constraints and the characteristic variables remain the same but where 

the latter have different characteristic speeds. That is 

o =CE g. 
2,2 (6.88) 

o =Cr f-A· . ],] , (6.89) 

U± -Ann ± En + f , (6.90) 

U±B -AB,n ± EB, (6.91) 

with eigenvalues A = j3n±1. The evolution equations of the characteristic variables 

are 
. n A 

U± = (13 ± l)U±,n + 13 U±,A =t= An,BB. (6.92) 

Vve restrict to Ij3n l < 1. 'llith j3n = 0, we have already seen that f is a zero

speed variable. f will be incoming for j3n > 0 and outgoing for j3n < 0, with 

A = 13. For completeness, the case where 13 = 1 will cause the usual incoming 

characteristics to become zero speed and the case where 1131 > 1 will ensure that 

the seven characteristics have the same direction, however, we will not consider 

these alternative situations. 

6.3.1 Exact solution for the KWB system with shift 

We now consider an exact solution for this system of equations. As we only have 

a boundary in the x-direction, the wave vector in that direction kn will be bro

ken down into components associated with ingoing, outgoing and 'parallel to the 
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boundary' waves, k+n, k-n and kon respectively. Normally, we calculate w = Iki l
2 

from the specified wave vectors ki . However, in this case, we want to consider the 

solutions with respect to the boundary and hence we fix the transverse wave vector, 

kA, and w, and calculate incoming, outgoing and parallel to the boundary wave 

vectors, k± and ko respectively. We introduce the shorthand 'I/J = exp[i(kAyA-wt)] 

and the solutions 'l/Jo = 'I/J exp[i(konX)] and 'I/J± = 'I/J exp[i(k±nX)], which are the 

parallel, ingoing and outgoing solutions, which we desire to satisfy the shifted 

transport and wave equations respectively. Now 

(6.93) 

and hence we introduce the notation w± = w + f3 nk±n + f3 AkA so that 

and (6.94) 

and 

(6.95) 

So, to ensure that 'I/J± satisfies the shifted wave equation 

(6.96) 

we need 

(6.97) 

Rewriting this expression to give k±n in terms of wand f3i, we have 

(6.98) 

Note that because k±n are complex, we ensure that the values of kA and w that 

we choose will give a real result. The parallel wave vector 

oo'I/Jo = 0, (6.99) 

implies that 

(6.100) 

or 

(6.101) 

As f3n -+- 0, kon would become undesirably large. If f3n = 0, kon decouples from w 

and kA' allowing any value to be taken. 
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Considering the fact that oaf = 0, we set f = m'l/Jo and 

(6.102) 

where g±i, hi are complex coefficients. Now 

(6.103) 

and hence using ooE- = -ojo·A- + ~.f , t J t U t , 

(6.104) 

where kOi = (kon, kA) and similarly k±i = (k±n, kA), giving the full exact solution 

in complex form 

E-t 

f 

9+i'l/J+ + g-i'l/J- - iko/ kOim'l/Jo 

iW+g+i'l/J+ + iw-g-i'l/J-

m'l/Jo. 

(6.105) 

(6.106) 

(6.107) 

Now we let Re(g) = a, ilm(g) = b, Re(m) = c, ilm(m) = d and take the real 

part of the solution, using the notation cos a±,o = cos(k±,oX + kAyA + wt) and 

sin a±,o = sin(k±,oX + kAyA + wt) 

Ai = a+i cos a+ + b+i sin a+ + a_i cos a_ + b_i sin a_ 

- ko/ kOi d cos ao + kOi 2 kOi c sin ao 

f c cos ao + d sin ao. 

(6.108) 

(6.110) 

If we now consider the constraint preserving boundary condition C+ = 0, we can 

see that the parameters c and d are not specified by this boundary condition. 

W+9+ik+i'l/J+ + w_g_ik_i'l/J- + imkon'l/Jo 

k+nk+ig+i'l/J+ + k_nk_ig-i'l/J- - imkon'l/Jo 

9+ik+i(W+ + k+n)'l/J+ + g-ik-i(W- + k_n)'l/J- = o. (6.111) 

The coefficients of c and d cancel, meaning that the variable f is independent of 

this CPBC. Also note that the full CPBC 

(6.112) 
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results in 

(6.113) 

and as c and d only appear in the 2nd and 3rd terms they will still cancel. At the 

boundary x = 0, 'l/J+ = 'l/J- = 'l/Jo and the CPBC holds for arbitrary yA and t, so 

the 'l/J's can be cancelled to give 

(6.114) 

It is straightforward to translate this equation into conditions for the real and 

imaginary parts of the coefficients 9±i 

(6.115) 

(b+nk+n + b+BkB) (w+ + k+n) + (b_nk-n + LBkB) (w_ + k_n) 0. 

(6.116) 

The simplest way to satisfy the constraints is therefore to set a+iki = 0, a_iki = 0, 

b+iki = ° and b_iki = 0. 

The cancellation of c and d also occurs for the non-standard boundary condition 

Cr r - aiAi 

m'l/Jo - ik+i9+i'l/J+ - ik_i9-i'l/J- - m'l/Jo = 0 

and again at the boundary, this reduces to 

and hence 

a+nk+n + a+BkB + a_nk-n + a_BkB 

b+nk+n + b+BkB + b-nk-n + b-BkB 

o 
0. 

(6.117) 

(6.118) 

(6.119) 

(6.120) 

These conditions provide a simple way of showing that we cannot impose both 

Cr = ° and C+ = 0. Consider substituting (6.118) into (6.114) to obtain 

(6.121) 

which means that given two outgoing modes the remaining one can be calculated. 

This gives an over-specification of the solution, as from two coefficients, all six 

coefficients can be calculated, where there should be three degrees of freedom for 

the three incoming modes. 
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6.3.2 MDBC for the KWB system with shift 

The natural discretisation of the evolution equations for the bulk is 

Ai (3j DOjAi - Ei (6.122) 

E-2 (3j DOjEi - D+jD_jAi + DOir (6.123) 

r (3j DOjr. ( 6.124) 

The first step in discretising the boundaries is to apply maximally dissipative 

boundary conditions to all the incoming modes. Assuming (3n is positive, these 

will be U+, U+B and r (if (3n was negative r would be an outgoing variable). 

MDBC work in exactly the same way as with zero shift; An,n and AB,n can be 

calculated analytically from the MDBC 

giving 

U+ - K,sU_ + in 

U+B - K,vU-B + iB, 

An,n -

(6.125) 

(6.126) 

(6.127) 

(6.128) 

which can be used as a second order approximation for DonAi. These will give 

three boundary conditions, whereas there are four incoming modes. Hence we 

need one more boundary condition and as the remaining incoming mode is r, it 

makes sense to provide a boundary condition on this variable, which can be of the 

same maximally dissipative form (there is no coupling constant because there is 

no corresponding outgoing characteristic variable). 

r· g. (6.129) 

where g is the free incoming data. \iVe calculate the first derivatives of Ei by ex

trapolation. The simplest method for coding purposes is to use the time derivative 

of g, setting f . g. This leaves a spatial derivative of r to be calculated as part of 

the right-hand side for En, however this can either be found through extrapolation 

or an algebraic manipulation of f=g=(3i8i r. This then gives all the derivatives 

required for the evolution equations. The discretisation of the evolution equations 

at the boundaries is 

(6.130) 
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(6.131) 

(6.132) 

(6.133) 

(6.134) 

We should also note that in the KWB formulation, f decouples from the evolution 

equations, satisfying a transport equation. Elsewhere, it only appears in the 

evolution equation for En and there it can simply be thought of as a forcing term 

because En does not couple back to the evolution of f. Hence, whatever data is 

given to the incoming f will enter the grid, be transported along the grid and 

then leave the grid, influencing the solution only through the evolution equation 

for En. 

6.3.3 CPBC for the KWB system with shift 

For the implementation of constraint preserving boundary conditions, we require 

the evolution of the auxiliary variable X on the boundary. The calculation runs 

through in a similar way as for the zero shift case; taking the standard homoge

neous maximally dissipative condition on the characteristic constraint variables 

(6.135) 

and substituting in the definitions 

(6.136) 

gives 

(6.137) 

The evolution equations for the characteristic variables 

(6.138) 

at (U+ - K,sU_) = -An,BB (1 + K,s) - (j3n + l)(U+B,B - K,cU-B,B) 

+(3AU+,A - K,sj3AU_,A. (6.139) 
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We let 

(6.140) 

and therefore 

. A (13 + 1) ( ) B [ /'i,v - /'i,C /'i,c - 1 ] 
X = 13 X,A - An,BB 1 + /'i,c-j3 - - 13 + 1 8 2 EB + JB , 

-1 /'i,v-1 /'i,v-1 

(6.141) 

where 

(6.142) 

This means X can be used as the free data for the remaining MDBC 

(6.143) 

with 

J=X. (6.144) 

Note that the relation 
13+1 

/'i,s = /'i,c-j3--
-1 

(6.145) 

means that there is a tighter restriction on /'i,S. 

6.3.4 The second order in space wave equation with shift 

We want to be able to show well-posedness with MDBC and CPBC included and 

we can try to use the same approach to find an energy estimate for KWB. First 

we consider the shifted wave equation as a precursor to looking at an adapted 

energy and characteristic variables for KWB. First we outline the problem with 

non-zero shift for the wave equation. 

Consider the standard characteristic variables for the wave equation 

and the standard energy 

which can be written in terms of characteristic variables as 

1 
E = - (U2 + U2

) + U U A 2 + - A, 
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(6.147) 

(6.148) 

(6.149) 



with the flux 

(6.150) 

which in the direction ni and written in terms of characteristic variables is 

(6.151) 

so the usual method can be used to write the integral of the energy density as 

a divergence of the flux which can be made non-positive or bounded by using 

the homogeneous or inhomogeneous MDBC respectively. Now by considering a 

non-zero shift, each term will obtain an extra divergence because the energy is 

quadratic in the variables, so for each term Y, 

(6.152) 

meaning that the characteristic variables will be the same but with different speeds 

and the flux will become 

(6.153) 

Now, using the MDBC as above, the first term will be controlled but there is no 

guarantee that the second term will be controlled unless f3n is negative. If this 

is the case, as the energy E is positive definite, the whole expression will still be 

bounded. However, with f3n > 0, the second term cannot be bounded using the 

same MDBC and a change has to be made to these boundary conditions. It is 

important to note that U A is no longer implicitly a zero-speed variable, meaning 

that it may need a boundary condition imposed upon it. However, if we consider 

the evolution equation of this characteristic variable 

UA OA¢ 

OA(f3 jOj¢+n) 

f3nOAOn¢ + f3 BOAOB¢ + OAn 

~af3nOA(U+ - U_) + (1 - a)f3nOn UA + f3 BOAOB¢ + ~OA(U+ + U_), 

(6.154) 

where a parameterizes the two different ways of writing the mixed derivative of 

¢, then setting a = 1 retains the zero-speed status and therefore U A needs no 

additional boundary condition. 

It remains to consider the problem of the uncontrolled flux 

F n = ~(U~ - U~) + f3 n
E. (6.155) 
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This can be dealt with by introducing an extra term and arbitrary vector field bi 

into the energy itself, i.e. 

(6.156) 

Here we have simply added a term that is conserved when considering an infinite 

domain. Interestingly however, this term can be derived by making a first order 

reduction of the system, where the vector field bi would be a field parametrising 

the addition of the constraint d ij - d ji to the evolution equation of Ai. This would 

therefore become incorporated into the general conserved energy. When trans

lating back to second order in space form, bi would disappear from the evolution 

equation but would remain in the energy, matching the term in expression (6.156). 

With the usual characteristic variables, we cannot construct this adapted energy 

in a simple way. Notice that 

(6.157) 

and 

(6.158) 

so we are left needing 

(6.159) 

which would require terms combining U ± and U A, terms that would be very dif

ficult to bound. The obvious solution is to adapt the characteristic variables by 

adding multiples of the transverse derivatives so that the energy can be written 

in a simpler form. Therefore let 

(6.160) 

Note that it was shown above that UA was a zero-speed characteristic variable 

and it can therefore be added to U± without changing the character of U±. So 

now 

1 
7f2 + (On¢)2 + 27fbnon¢ + 2(oA¢)2(m~(1 + bn) 

+m~(l - bn)) + 7foA¢[m+(l + bn) + m_(l - bn)] 

+on¢oA¢[m+(l + bn) - m_(l - bn)], (6.161) 

which means that we need m± to satisfy 

1 2 ( m+ (1 + bn ) - m_ (1 - bn )) o (6.162) 

(6.163) 
1 
2(m+(1 + bn) + m_(l - bn)) 
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for which the solution is 

and hence 

Now 

Therefore 

bA 
m --

± - 1 ± b
n 

The adapted characteristic variables change the time derivative of U A to 

and the derivatives of the characteristic variables themselves are 

( 6.164) 

(6.165) 

(6.166) 

(6.167) 

(6.168) 

(6.169) 

Now, we calculate the flux in terms of characteristic variables. The energy is 

(6.170) 

so the time derivative is 

E 

f3 iE . + 2(7rr!-. .) . + 2bi (r!-. .r!-..) . -lJ(r!-. .)2. + bi (7r2) . 
,'1. '+',7, ,1, '+',J'+','I- ,] 1.fI,2 ,J ,1, 

[f3 j E + 27rr!-. . + 2bir!-. .r!-. . -lJr!-. .r!-.,i + lJ7r2] . 'f',J 'f',J 'f',2 'f',2 'f' ,J' (6.171) 

which is a total divergence and hence we give the normal flux, where we now set 

bA = O. Note that with bA = 0, [h = U± so we will drop the tilde. 

F n f3nE + 27r¢,n + bn7r2 + 2bi¢,n¢,i - bn¢,i¢,i 

f3nE + ~(U2 - U2) + ~bn(U2 + U2) - bnU UA 
2+ - 2 + - A 

~[(1 + f3n)(l + bn)U! - (1 - f3n)(l - bn)U: + (f3n - bn)UAUA. 

(6.172) 
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N ow if we set bn = f3n, then 

(6.173) 

So, applying the standard MDBC 

(6.174) 

we obtain 

(6.175) 

So Fn is bounded if 

(6.176) 

Also note that with bA = 0 and bn = f3n it is clear that the energy is positive 

definite 

(6.177) 

6.3.5 Constructing an energy for the KWB system with 

shift 

When f3n < 0 we consider the energy 

(6.178) 

which we know can be controlled with MDBC without a shift. The flux will be 

(6.179) 

U'ii - U:i is bounded due to MDBC and f3 nE is negative by assumption, so the 

energy is bounded as required. 

With f3n > 0, r becomes an incoming characteristic variable with the evolution 

equation 

(6.180) 

Unfortunately, the same technique that worked for the shifted wave equation does 

not work for KYVB. Vie introduce an additional term into the energy as before 

(6.181) 
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so that with bA = 0 we have a positive definite energy 

(6.182) 

and we take the time derivative to give 

c: = (3ic: . + 2E-(-A .. + f·) - 2A ·E· . + 2E· T ,t t t,]] ,t t,] t,] t,t 

so we have 

( 6.184) 

where, with bA = 0, 

(6.185) 

and 

Fn (3nc: - 2Ei A i ,n + 2Enf + bn[E; + f2 + Ak,n - Ak,B - 2An,nf + 2AB,Bfl. 

(6.186) 

So, again setting (3n = bn, we would have 

Fn = (3n (~[(1 + (3n)U;i + (1- (3n)u': il + Ar,B - 2AB,Bf + (0- -1)f2) 

1( 2 2 n (1( 2 2 2 ) +2 U+i - U_J + (3 2 U+i + U_i) - Ai,B + 2AB,Bf 

~ ((1 + (3n?U;i - (1- (3n)2u': i) + (3n(o- -1)f2, (6.187) 

which would be bounded by MDBC (including setting f = 9 where 9 is free data). 

However, we cannot avoid the fact that we have the source terms 

(6.188) 

Hence it does not seem that we will be able to analytically bound the energy in 

this way. 

We will instead look at how KWB performs empirically with MDBC. 
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6.4 KWB numerical results 

6.4.1 KWB experimental setup 

Y.le are using the Cactus architecture for experimentation on KWB and Zl. 

Cactus is an "open source problem solving environment designed for scientists 

and engineers" ,[16J which provides standard code such as grid construction, in

put/output routines and time-integrators for which we have written independent 

KWB and Zl routines. Vie perform 1D and 2D tests, where the grid is 3D but 

the number of gridpoints in the transverse directions is reduced to a minimum. 

That is, for 1D tests the y and z directions are suppressed whilst for 2D tests just 

the z direction is suppressed. The number of points in the x direction is 20, 40, 

80, 160 for the four resolutions used in these tests, doubling each time to allow 

simple calculation of convergence. We always use periodic boundary conditions 

in the y and z directions and -0.5 ::; x ::; 0.5 for all resolutions. 

6.4.2 Stability tests 

We need to test stability of the evolution code and the boundary code. The 

tests of the evolution code were made using periodic boundary conditions in all 

directions. We consider the relative energy, which is the energy at time t divided 

by the energy ofthe initial data. Figure 6.1 shows the relative energy with periodic 

boundary conditions and varying Courant factor A, which is equal to the timestep 

divided by the spatial step, A = dt/h. The discrete energy used 

(6.189) 

should be conserved. Some dissipation of the numerical solution can be seen in 

the figure, caused by the time integrator. However, the dissipation rate is less as 

the Courant factor is decreased whilst keeping the spatial resolution fixed. The 

limit of this behaviour as the Courant factor tends to zero is the semidiscrete 

result, i.e. a conserved energy. The effect of the spatial differencing can be seen 
~ 

in figure 6.2. Again, there is less dissipation as the spatial resolution increases. 

tending toward a constant relative energy. In comparison, consider the altered 

l2norm Ilull where IluW = E'f + A~ + r 2 + (D+jAi)2. Figure 6.3 shows that Ilull 
is not conserved but can be bounded as 

Ilu(t)11 ::; Kllu(O)11 (6.190) 
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Figure 6.1: Relative energy with periodic boundary conditions and periodic initial 

data with various Courant factors. 
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Figure 6.2: Relative energy with periodic boundary conditions and periodic initial 

data at various spatial resolutions. 
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Figure 6.5: Relative conserved energy with maximally dissipative boundary con

ditions and noise initial data at various spatial resolutions. 

with K ~ 1.006. The same tests can be done with maximally dissipative boundary 

conditions imposed. In addition, arbitrary free data can be used at the boundaries. 

We test the stability of the code with artificial boundaries by (i) setting the free 

data at the boundaries to zero and using random noise initial data and (ii) by 

using zero initial data and non-zero free boundary data; in this case the free 

boundary data will be set to one and then turned off at a certain time, which we 

will call 'top hat' boundary data. 

The same tests were done with the MDBC coupling constants set to 0 and to -1. 

The two figures 6.4 and 6.5 show that Ilull and the energy are non-increasing when 

random noise is used as initial data. This is to be expected as the analytical time 

derivative of the energy is non-positive. Here there is a qualitative difference 

between Ilull and the energy. For strong stability, the following estimate must 
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t = 3.5. MDBC coupling constants set to -1. 
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Figure 6.S: Ilull with maximally dissipative boundary conditions and zero initial 

data at various spatial resolutions with 'top hat' free boundary data. in = 1 until 

t = 3.5. MDBC coupling constants set to O. 

hold: [7] 

(6.191) 

With the initial data zero, this implies that the solution must satisfy 

(6.192) 

and as the maximum value of the free boundary data is in this case 1, this means 

the solution must be bounded by the function K(t), which must be a bounded 

function in any finite time interval. 

The energy in figure 6.7 increases while the free data is equal to one. It then in

creases faster when the information has been able to cross to the opposite bound

ary and back. At t = 3.5 the free data is turned off and hence the energy again 

becomes conserved. \iVith Ilull, figure 6.6, the amplitude keeps increasing even 

when the free data has been turned off. This is due to a gradual increase in A, a 

term that is present in Ilull but not present in E. 

Considering the case with MDBC coupling constants set to zero, the situation 

is clearer. Figures 6.S and 6.9 show that the respective norms increase as free 

data is added at one boundary. After t = 1 the free data input has propagated 

to the opposite boundary where it will flow out of the system. At that point the 

norm levels out because the injection of energy equals the loss at the opposite 

boundary. At t = 3.5, the injection of data ceases and at t = 4.5, the data has 

left the domain. 
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Figure 6.9: Energy with maximally dissipative boundary conditions and zero ini

tial data at various spatial resolutions with 'top hat' free boundary data. in = 1 

until t = 3.5. MDBC coupling constants set to O. 

It is noteworthy that when using the periodic exact solution given above, if the 

only non-zero wavenumber is kx, then kx = wand to satisfy the constraints, ax 

must be zero. Therefore, with the coupling constant /'l,l set to zero, the free data 

satisfies 

-Ann +En + r , 
. k2 . 

-axkx(sinwt + cos wt) cos(k2 Xi) + --1 sin(k2xi) 
w 

+axw(sin wt - cos wt) sin(kixi) - sin(kixi) 

o. (6.193) 

Therefore, with this exact solution it will be necessary to work in 2D to give a 

non-zero value of f. 

6.4.3 Convergence testing 

The convergence plots (6.10 - 6.15) show convergence in 1D and 2D for periodic 

boundary conditions, MDBC and CPBC. All the errors are scaled by the expected 

second order convergence factor so that perfect convergence would have all curves 

coincident. The only subtlety here is in figure 6.15, where the errors do not 

decrease quite enough as the resolution increases. However, this problem also 

disappears as the resolution increases and is a consequence of constraint violations 

being expelled from the grid. 

Considering the case with non-zero shift, figure 6.16 shows that we still retain 

convergence, even using CPBC. Note that we can still compare to the exact so-
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Figure 6.10: l2norm of the errors with periodic boundary conditions in 1D. 
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Figure 6.17: Relative Energy with constraint preserving boundary conditions in 

2D with non-zero shift and exact data for incoming f. 

lution because there was no initial constraint violation. The shift in the normal 

and transverse directions have been set to positive non-zero values, so that there 

are still the same number of incoming and outgoing characteristics except for the 

additional f (which was previously a zero-speed characteristic) for which exact 

data is given at the incoming boundary. The scaled errors again do not quite 

match up but as resolution increases this misalignment improves. In figure 6.17 

the relative energy clearly tends toward unity as the resolution increases. 

We return to 1D to consider the introduction of an initial constraint violation in 

the initial data. Figure 6.18 shows second order self-convergence in the situation 

without any constraint violation. Vlith the presence of initial constraint violation, 

figure 6.19 shows that there is a drop of convergence as a reaction between the 

initial constraint violation and the left boundary as the violation propagates out 

of the grid. As soon as this initial feature has left the grid we regain second order 
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Chapter 7 

The Zl System 

7.1 Energy without boundaries 

By using general quadratic forms of the evolution variables and the relationship 

we can give a general form for the energy density, flux and source terms [14] 

E = colE; + A7,j - 2Aj,j(Z + Ai,i)] 

+C1 (Z + Ai,i? 

+C2 (A7,i - Ai,j Aj,i) , 

Fi 2co[-Aj,iEj + Ei(Z + Aj,j)] 

+2C2(A,jEj - Aj,jEi), 

s = 2K;Z[(CO - 2cdAi,i - 2C1Z], 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

where Co, C1 and C2 are arbitrary constants. If we define C C2/CO, the energy is 

positive definite for 

Co > 0, 
1 

-- < C < 1 
2 ' 

C1 3 ->-
Co 1 + 2c 

(7.5) 

This means that with no boundaries (periodic boundary conditions) and the 

damping parameter K; equal to zero, we have a conserved energy at the continuum. 
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Figure 7.1: Relative energy E(t)/E(O) for increasing resolution using the solution 

Al = (-1 )it and El = (-1 )i+l and no dissipation. 

7.2 Discretisation of the Zl system 

Above we showed that, at the continuum level, there is a conserved energy up 

to boundary flux. Restricting our consideration to the case of no boundaries, 

we can attempt to find the corresponding discrete conserved energy. Considering 

the standard discretisation of the evolution equations, we have the exact solution 

An = (-l)it, En = (_l)i+l with all other variables zero. The continuum energy 

density 

(7.6) 

has two basic choices for the discretisation of the continuum term A,{ (i) D+jAi 

and (ii) DojA. For case (i) and the exact solution given above, the ratio of energy 

density at time t and initial time is 

(7.7) 

and so the relative energy density can be made arbitrarily large by increasing the 

resolution. The scheme is therefore unstable with respect to this energy. Test

ing this exact solution with periodic boundaries clearly shows the greater energy 

growth as the resolution is increased (figure 7.1). To prevent this instability, we 

can introduce some artificial dissipation into the evolution equations for all vari

ables, i.e. terms of the form -adh3(D+D_)2. At the limit of resolution this term 

will disappear due to the h3
, however it will damp out the highest frequency modes 

therefore preventing the exact solution above from causing an instability. 

Figures 7.2 - 7.4 show that as the value of the dissipation parameter increases, the 

energy of the solution is more quickly damped. This is to be expected because 
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Figure 7.2: Relative energy E(t)/E(O) for increasing resolution using the solution 

Al = (-1) i t and EI = (-1 )i+1 and dissipation ad = 0.0001. 
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Figure 7.3: Relative energy E(t)/E(O) for increasing resolution using the solution 

Al = (-l)it and EI = (_l)i+l and dissipation ad = 0.001. 

artificial dissipation damps high frequency modes and our initial data in this case 

is constructed of the highest frequency mode. After a particular time in each 

figure (a shorter time as ad increases), the relative energy is lower as resolution 

increases, showing that the scheme is no longer unstable. Since a larger value of 

ad means that the high frequency modes will be damped more quickly, we want 

ad as large as possible; however, there is an upper limit on the value of ad that 

is useful because too much dissipation can make the scheme unstable (see figure 

7.5 with ad = 0.35). In conclusion, a reasonable value of dissipation to use is 

ad = 0.025 as this value is high enough to quickly dissipate any high frequency 

modes that have been excited whilst still being well below the value that makes 

the scheme unstable. This value will be used for the further work on Z1. 

Note that the artificial dissipation introduced is equivalent to treating the two 

derivatives of oj OiAj and oj ojA with different discretisations when i = j, whereas 
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Al = (_l)it and EI = (_1)i+1 and dissipation (Jd = 0.01. 
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Al = (_l)it and EI = (_1)i+1 and dissipation (Jd = 0.35. 
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at the continuum these derivatives would always cancel. 

For case (ii) and the exact solution Ai = (_l)i with all other variables zero, the 

energy density is not positive definite and does not 'see' this highest frequency 

solution. 

To use summation by parts to get a conserved energy, the approximation for the 

second spatial derivative of A in the evolution equations of Ei must match that 

of the approximation of ojA in the energy. For example 

(7.8) 

where D+D_ in the evolution equations matches to D+ or D_ in the energy, and 

(7.9) 

where D5 matches to Do in the energy. This can be seen by using the summation 

by parts equations found in Appendix C. Hence we are very limited in the choice 

of discretisations if we wish to use this property. 

7.3 Discrete boundaries for the Zl system 

We want to prescribe consistent, stable discrete boundary conditions to the Zl 

system in a methodical way that can then be generalised to other systems. For 

the continuum, an energy was introduced in terms of characteristic variables. 

The energy was shown to be conserved for periodic boundary conditions bounded 

for maximally dissipative boundary conditions. 'lve now want to discretise the 

boundary conditions and find a way to evolve all the evolution variables on the 

boundary. In an attempt to make our techniques methodical we will break the 

evolution equations into parts so we can use standard techniques and then combine 

these techniques to give a full prescription for the system. 

7.3.1 Decomposition of the Zl system into wave equations 

Recalling the derivation of the characteristic variables for the Zl system, we again 

consider only the derivatives in the direction 71i but here we take this direction 
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to be normal to the boundary, in the x direction. An energy can be bounded by 

applying maximally dissipative boundary conditions to the incoming characteristic 

variables. These MDBC will be used to inject information into the grid through 

normal derivatives. Because we know how to deal with transverse derivatives at 

the boundary, we will neglect these, which allows us to decompose the Zl system 

of equations into groups of equations that behave as a first order wave equation 

(7.10 - 7.11) and a second order wave equation (7.12 - 7.13): 

En Zn , (7.10) 

Z En,n (7.11) 

EB -ABnn , (7.12) 

-AB E B· (7.13) 

So, first we consider maximally dissipative boundary conditions with the first 

order wave equation. The second order wave equation has been covered above in 

Section 3.2.1. 

7.3.2 The first order in space wave equation 

The first order wave equation in one dimension can be written 

7[ 'ljJ' 
, 

7[, 

(7.14) 

(7.15) 

(7.16) 

however like Ai = -Ei' ¢ can be evolved directly on the boundary so we can 

ignore (7.14). We discretise in the natural way with the Do difference operator. 

The characteristic variables are 

with evolution equations 
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(7.17) 

(7.18) 

(7.19) 

(7.20) 



We split the problem into the outgoing and incoming characteristics. Considering 

the incoming characteristic using simplified MDBC with K, = 0, 

Let E be the L2 norm of U + on the boundary 

Now the time derivative: 

E 

substituting for U+ using (7.21). 

2 J: U+U+dx 

2 J: U+(U+),dx 

(Uf)2 = j2, 

(7.21) 

(7.22) 

(7.23) 

(7.24) 

(7.25) 

N ow we look at the discretisation of the continuum energy, taking the scalar 

product as a sum over j = N - 1, N - 2, N - 3, ... 

(7.26) 

where the factor of a half comes from the fact that the energy must be consistent 

when joining two domains together. 

The time derivative of the energy is 

w N·N 
2h(U+i , DOU+i ) + hU+ U+ 

U:U:-1 + hUfU: 

jU:- 1 + hjU:, 

using summation by parts again and substituting Uf = j. 

(7.27) 

(7.28) 

(7.29) 

We want the time derivative of the discrete energy (7.29) to be equal to the time 

derivative of the continuum energy (7.25) and so we set 

(7.30) 

which can be rearranged to give 

(7.31) 
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This is a nice expression as it can be written as a one-sided derivative plus a 

penalty term: 

. N 1 ( N N N-l) N 1 N U+ = h f - U+ + U+ - U+ = D_U+ + hU - U+). (7.32) 

Penalty terms act like constraints and can be added to evolution equations with 

the correct sign to force the solution toward the 'constraint surface'. 

N ow considering the outgoing characteristic variable, we let E = II U - Wand hence 

(7.33) 

To attain consistency we need the discrete energy, to be equivalent to the contin

uum, which means 

(7.34) 

and hence 

(7.35) 

Rewriting 7fN and 'ljJN in terms of the ingoing and outgoing characteristic variables 

and substituting in equations (7.32) and (7.35) then gives the full system in terms 

of evolution variables: 

{ :: ~:~: i > 0 

~ CU: + u!!) 

~(D_(U_)N + ~U - (U+)N) - D_(U_)N) 

D 'ljJN+~U_7fN_'ljJN) 
- 2h 

1· . 
2(U+ - U_) 

~(D_(U+)N + ~U - (U+)N) + D_(U_)N) 

1 D 7fN + - U - 7fN _ 'ljJN) - 2h . 

(7.36) 

(7.37) 

(7.38) 

(7.39) 

(7.40) 

(7.41) 

This derivation is done as an example of a prescription for the boundaries that we 

will use. The more general cases for the boundary prescriptions we will implement 

will be of two forms. For type-I, we will set the penalty term for outgoing variables 

to zero and add a parameter T to the penalty term for incoming variables 
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where 

p = (U!; - K,U!! - 1) (7.44) 

and 

'N N U+ = +D_U+ - TQ (7.45) 

UN = -D_UN 
- -, (7.46) 

where 

Q = (D_U!; + K,D_U!! - j). (7.47) 

The prescription derived above matches to (7.42) with T = 1 and K, = O. These two 

general prescriptions (7.42) and (7.45) will be called P-class and Q-class respec

tively. Written in this form, it can be seen that they are constructed of one-sided 

derivatives and penalty terms at the boundary, where the penalty terms are pro

portional to the maximally dissipative boundary condition for the P-class and the 

time derivative of this condition for the Q-class. 

Type-2 boundaries will be constructed to put a bound on the energy. This is done 

by considering the standard discrete energy 

(7.48) 

which we differentiate to give 

Substituting in (7.42) gives 

(7.50) 

whilst substituting in (7.45) gives 

(7.51) 

We can bound the energy by ensuring that the term in square brackets multiplied 

by the penalty term is a non-positive square. Therefore, we set 

and 

T 
T ---

I - 1 + K,2 
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where 7 is a positive constant. This gives evolution equations for the characteristic 

variables 

and the time derivative of the energy 

(7.54) 

(7.55) 

(7.56) 

which is non-positive for f = O. With f =I=- 0, the energy will be bounded by a 

function of f. 

For Q-class, the process is very similar. With the same definitions of 71 and 72, 

we obtain evolution equations for the characteristic variables 

(7.57) 

(7.58) 

and the time derivative of the energy 

(7.59) 

which is again non-positive for f = O. 

7.3.3 Numerical results for the first order wave equation 

First considering the PI prescription, a negative value of 7 gives the wrong sign 

for the penalty term. For example, an increase in U+ would result in an increase 

of U+ rather than the required decrease. The numerical results verify this by 

showing a blow-up of the norm. For 0 < 7 < 1, second order convergence is lost 

at late times, shown in figure 7.6. 1 This situation improves when 7 > 1, shown in 

figure 7.7. As the value of T becomes larger, the Courant factor has to be reduced 

to retain stability. 

For P2, T must be positive. For rc = 0 this reduces down to the PI form but 

for all rc the same kind of instability occurs as for PI as T increases; the Courant 

factor has to be decreased as T grows to much greater than 1. Until this point is 

reached, the solution is second order convergent, for example figure 7.8. For Ql, 

1 Note the parameter a on some figures satisfies a = - tT 
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Figure 7.6: l2norm for coarse resolution and fine resolution, with fine norm scaled 

by four to show loss of second order convergence: PI T = 0.2. 

Norms a\ Two Resolutions Scaled lor Expected Second Order Convergence: a = "'().35 

Figure 7.7: 12norm for coarse resolution and fine resolution, with fine norm scaled 

by four to show second order convergence: PI T = 1.4. 
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Figure 7.8: l2norm for coarse resolution and fine resolution, with fine norm scaled 

by four to show second order convergence: P2 T = 0.5. 
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Figure 7.9: l2norm of the error in 7f and D+¢ at coarse and fine resolution for 

the second order wave equation using maximally dissipative boundary conditions. 

Norm of fine resolution is scaled to show second order convergence. 

T must again be positive, but the only value that gives second order convergence 

is T = 1. Q2 is also second order convergent for T = 1. 

There seems little difference between the different prescriptions here, however it is 

important to note that Q-type only allows T = 1. P2 and Q2 seem to be preferable 

conceptually because the inherent bound on the energy may prove to be useful. 

7.3.4 The second order In space wave equation 

We implemented the second order wave equation with maximally dissipative 

boundary conditions using the prescription given in Section 3.2.1 and obtained 

second order convergence. In figure 7.9 we show the norm of the error in 7f and 

D+¢ with the norm scaled by a factor of 4 to show second order convergence. 'He 

have automatic second order convergence for all cases except when the coupling 

constant /'C of the maximally dissipative boundary conditions is positive, in which 

case we have to decrease the time step as the magnitude of /'C increases; for exam

ple, with a Courant factor of 0.25, /'C = 0.5 gives an instability. We believe this 

instability is related to the integration over the time step, however we will initially 

be concentrating on the case where /'C = 0, so this will not cause a problem. 
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7.4 Semi-discrete boundary conditions for the 

Zl system 

The next step is to put together the methods for finding boundary conditions 

for the first order wave equation and the second order wave equation to form a 

consistent, stable boundary prescription for the Zl system. It would seem that 

there are enough conditions to evolve all the variables on the boundaries - four 

using the second order technique and two using the first order technique plus 

the additional evolution equations for Ai that requires no derivatives. \¥hen 

the shift is non-zero, exact data will be given to Al at one boundary and the 

remaining ghost points will be populated using extrapolation. Here we use the 

coding notation of subscript 1 representing n. 

We showed in Section 7.2 that the Zl evolution code could be made stable with 

the use of a small amount of artificial dissipation. Now we show the results with 

boundaries added. 

We are using the second-order wave equation prescription for the variables A2 and 

A3 . By setting AI, EI and Z to zero in the initial data, the solution was shown 

to be second order convergent in these variables. With no shift, we use extrap

olation for AI. However, with shift, we can specify AI,1 by using the incoming 

characteristic variable Uo = Z + AI,1 and hence we can populate the ghost point 

for AI. We use the first order wave equation method for EI and Z. All remaining 

ghost points are populated with extrapolation. Recall the boundary conditions 

used for the first order wave equation, here given at the boundary j = N: 

for P1 and Q1 and 

U+ - D_U+ - TY 

U_ - -D_U_, 

T 
U+ - D_U+ - 2Y 

1+11; 
TI1; 

U_ - -D_U_ + 2Y' 
1+11; 

for P2 and Q2, where Y is the penalty term P or hQ from Section 7.3.2. 

(7.60) 

(7.61) 

(7.62) 

(7.63) 

Considering P1 with f3n =I- 0 but the transverse shifts set to zero for simplicity, 

the penalty term is still 

(7.64) 
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and the evolution equations of the characteristic variables 

(7.65) 

are 

U+ ((3n + I)D_nU+ + DOBEB - D-BD+BAn + DOBAB,n - ~P (7.66) 

U_ ((3n - I)D_nU_ + DOBEB + D-BD+BAn - DOBAB,n (7.67) 

and hence for the evolution variables 

Z (3n D-nZ + D-nEn + DOBEB - ;h P 
(3n D-nEn + D-nZ - D+BD-BAn + DOB(AB,n) - ;h p. 

(7.68) 

(7.69) 

This will be exactly the same for the Ql boundary condition, with 

Q = ((3n + I)D_nU+ - K,((3n - I)D_nU- - j + (1 - K,)DOBEB 

+(1 + K,)(DOBAB,n - D-BD+BAn). (7.70) 

For the P2 and Q2 specifications, the equations can be considered in much the 

same way as above, the only difference being a change of the coefficients so that 

they incorporate K, terms, i.e. for P2, we have 

U+ = ((3n + I)D_nU+ + DOBEB - D-BD+BAn + DOBAB n - T 2 Ph 
' 1 + K, 

(7.71) 

U_ ((3n - I)D_nU_ + DOBEB + D-BD+BAn - DOBAB n + K,T 2 Ph 
' 1 + K, 

(7.72) 

and 

Z 

7.5 Numerical results for the Zl system with 

boundaries 

Beginning with PI, we populate the ghost point for En and Z by assuming that a 

second order accurate centred derivative approximation for the derivative is equal 
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to the one-sided derivative and penalty term from the evolution equation. 

j3n D-nZ + D-nEn - ;h P 
j3

n
D_n E n + D-n Z - ;hP 

and hence by rearranging these expressions, the result is 

TP 
2En(N) - E n (N-1) - j3n + 1 

TP 
2Zn (N) - Zn(N-1) - j3n + 1 

(7.75) 

(7.76) 

(7.77) 

(7.78) 

Q1 will be similar, however there will be no division by h in the evolution equations 

so 

Zn(N+l) 

hTQ 
2En (N) - E n (N-1) - j3n + 1 

hTQ 
2Zn (N) - Zn(N-1) - j3n + l' 

(7.79) 

(7.80) 

When considering the P2 case, there will be some additional terms in the coeffi-

cient of the penalty term. i.e. 

En (N+1) 
E E 1- K, TP 

2 n(N) - n(N-1) - 1 + K,2 j3n + 1 (7.81) 

2Z _ Z _ 1 + K, TP 
n(N) n(N-1) 1 + K,2 j3n + 1 (7.82) 

and similar for Q2. The calculation for the boundary at j = 0 works the same 

giving, for example 

En (-l) 

Zn(-l) 

1- K, TP 
2E (0) - E (1) - --

n n 1 + K,2 j3 - 1 

1 +K, TP 
2Zn (0) - Zn(l) + 1 + K,2 j3 - 1 ' 

for P2 and so on for the other prescriptions. 

(7.83) 

(7.84) 

Stability of the boundary conditions can be shown by using the 'top hat' boundary 

data that was used for the KWB system whilst prescribing zero initial data. In 

these tests the boundary data is set to 1 until t = 0.5. Here we show the results 

for P2 and Q2 in figures 7.10 and 7.11, very similar to the results from KV/B in 

figure 6.7. Again, we cannot consider the relative energy E(t)/E(O) because the 

energy at t = 0 is zero. 

Moving on to looking at convergence, we begin by considering the case with j3n = 0 

in 1D. Here we have second order convergence for all four boundary types and 
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Figure 7.10: Stability of P2 boundary conditions. Top hat boundary data. 1D 

test. 
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Figure 7.11: Stability of Q2 boundary conditions. Top hat boundary data. 1D 

test. 
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Figure 7.12: Convergence of PI boundary conditions in 1D with no shift. 
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Figure 7.13: Convergence of Ql boundary conditions in ID with no shift. 
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Figure 7.14: Self-convergence of PI boundary conditions in ID with no shift and 

exponentially decaying free boundary data. 

non-zero values of the coupling constants. PI and Ql are shown here as examples 

in figures 7.12 and 7.13. To check that the boundary conditions are still second 

order convergent for arbitrary free boundary data, a sensible choice is to set the 

free data to zero. However, this would not then be consistent with the initial data 

at t = 0, so the exact free data was multiplied by an exponentially decaying factor 

to force the free data to zero 

(7.85) 

This gave second order self-convergence, shown in figures 7.14 and 7.15. Despite 

the features, as long as the convergence is closer to 2 at the higher solution, we 

are satisfied with the convergence. 

The next stage is to introduce a shift and again we get second order convergence 

for ID and the extension to 2D. The errors are larger in 2D than in 1D but the 

important thing is that they are still convergent. Note that the lowest resolution 
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Figure 7.15: Self-convergence of Ql boundary conditions in ID with no shift and 

exponentially decaying free boundary data. 
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Figure 7.16: PI boundary conditions with exact free boundary data and no shift. 

Rescaled l2norms of the errors at four different resolutions to show second order 

convergence. 

is not coincident with the other curves. However, the higher resolution all do 

match and so we have convergence. With exponentially decaying free boundary 

data we again get second order self-convergence (figure 7.18). The same tests were 

performed with Ql/P2/Q2 boundary conditions and these prescriptions were also 

found to be second order convergent with arbitrary shift terms (figures 7.19 -

7.21). 

Constraint satisfying free data X was then introduced as described above. Vle 

therefore need evolution of the auxiliary variable X on the boundary. Note that 

for the P-type boundary conditions X is used as the free data whereas for Q-type 

conditions the evolution equation of X is used as the free data. V"/e have also 

made the adjustment to the specification of the free data to ensure consistency 

with the initial data, in a similar form to the exponentially decaying free data 
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Figure 7.19: Convergence of P2 boundary conditions in 2D case with shift. All 

MDBC coupling constants set to -0.5. 
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Figure 7.20: Convergence of Q1 boundary conditions in 2D case with shift. All 

MDBC coupling constants set to -0.5. 
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Figure 7.21: Convergence of Q2 boundary conditions in 2D case with shift. All 

MDBC coupling constants set to -0.5. 
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Figure 7,22: Self-convergence of constraint preserving PI boundary conditions in 

ID with no shift. 

that was used to test convergence with zero free data. The form of the free data 

was set to be 

(7.86) 

where u(t) is equal to the exact data at the boundary (but need only be anything 

consistent with the initial data) and X is the constraint satisfying free data. The 

evolution of X is calculated in the same way as for KWB, however note the 

difference in the definition of C± 

(7.87) 

which gives the resulting evolution for X 

. A n 
X = {3 X,A + (-{3 EB,B - An,BB + AB,nB) (1 + /'1:). (7.88) 

Again, we begin in ID with no shift. VVe show self-convergence for the PI and Q2 

prescriptions in figures 7.22 and 7.23. There are features at about one and two 

crossing times showing that there are still problems with the errors introduced at 

t = 0 hitting the boundaries, however these features decrease in amplitude with 

increased resolution. Adding in the shift in ID, we show in figures 7.24 and 7.25 

second order convergence, however note the initial feature in figure 7.25, Conver

gence drops due to high frequency noise introduced from the boundary. \Vhen 

this noise has left the grid, second order convergence is regained. Dissipation does 

not fix this situation, however the problem seems to be caused at the boundary at 

initial time so equation (7.86) may not have solved the consistency issue at this 

location. Observing the time evolution pointwise self-convergence seems to show 

second order convergence of the solution overlaid with noise. 
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Figure 7.24: Self-convergence of constraint preserving P1 boundary conditions in 
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Figure 7.25: Self-convergence of constraint preserving Q1 boundary conditions in 

1D case with shift. 
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Figure 7.26: Self-convergence of constraint preserving PI boundary conditions in 

2D with shift. 

Self-convergence of constraint preserving PI and QI boundary conditions in 2D 

are shown in figures 7.26 and 7.28. \iVith PI, second order convergence is not clear 

(figure 7.26) as there is a drop in convergence at early times, but this seems to 

be due to noise from initial time that takes two crossing times to leave the grid. 

Considering the evolution of the pointwise convergence, we do seem to have second 

order convergence, but it is clear we get unwanted noise early on. This may mean 

that the P-type boundary condition works less well with shift. Although it seems 

to work in ID, this is not a rigorous test as the evolution of X is constructed by 

transverse derivatives, which are all zero in the ID case. The constraint energy 

decreases at a faster rate with increase of resolution in figure 7.27 but it is still 

undesirably large, so it seems that the prescription is not controlling the constraint 

energy well. The Q-type boundary in figure 7.28 performs much better; there is 

clear second order self-convergence, with good control of the constraint energy 

in figure 7.29, tending to the limit of conserved constraint energy as resolution 

increases. Notice that the convergence here is clearer than in the ID cases because 

we have much smaller constraint violations in the initial data in this case. 

In conclusion it seems clear that the constraint preserving Q-type boundary is 

preferable to the P-type boundary. \iVhen carrying out 2D tests, constraint pre

serving P-type boundaries do not perform particularly well, both in terms of con

vergence and in terms of the control of the constraint energy. Q-type boundaries 

perform much better in both these respects. 
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Figure 7.29: Constraint energies for constraint preserving Q1 boundary conditions 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

We have prescribed second order accurate maximally dissipative boundary con

ditions and constraint preserving boundary conditions for the Zl system and the 

KWB system, the electromagnetic analogues to the Z4 and NOR systems used 

in numerical relativity. To construct these boundary conditions, we have broken 

down the formulations into systems of equation that look like the first order and 

second order in space wave equations, so that boundary conditions for the wave 

equations can be combined to give general prescriptions for Zl and K"VVB. We 

have also used the energy method for KWB with the boundaries prescribed; by 

finding a bounded, positive definite system energy, we prove stability and hence 

convergence. An attempt was made to carry out a similar calculation when a shift 

is included, however this was impossible using a technique that was valid for the 

wave equation. It is important to note that Zl requires artificial dissipation to 

avoid an instability even in the case with periodic boundaries. It has been shown 

in [6] that the same instability occurs in the Z4 system, so this is not a peculiarity 

of the electromagnetic analogue. 

The boundaries for the first order wave equation involve using a combination of 

first order accurate terms and penalty terms, which incorporate MDBC to drive 

the solution back to the surface of bounded energy. Vve have four separate forms of 

this boundary condition - Pl/P2/Ql/Q2. The P-type boundary conditions make 

use of MDBC in the penalty term whilst Q-type conditions use the time deriva

tive of MDBC. I-type conditions only apply the penalty term to the information 

coming into the domain, whilst 2-type apply penalty terms to the information 

going out and that coming in to enforce that the energy of the system is explicity 

bounded. All four prescriptions worked well for specific values of the parame-
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ter multiplying the penalty terms, however the 2-type boundary conditions are 

conceptionally preferable as the inherent bounding of the energy is an attractive 

property. 

The boundaries for the second order wave equation use the MDBC directly to 

give a second order accurate approximation of a derivative on the boundary. 

Combining these two prescriptions gives the required number of boundary con

ditions for both the Zl and the KWB systems. KWB only requires the second 

order wave equation method and the resulting solution is second order convergent 

for all values of the maximally dissipative coupling constants, which couple the 

incoming and outgoing modes, however the Courant factor needs to be reduced 

as the coupling constants are increased. Vie also have second order convergence 

when the shift is introduced, with the specification of data at the boundary to the 

variable r when this variable is incoming and the use of third order extrapolation, 

(setting the third derivative of the variable in question to zero at the boundary) 

for the remaining variables. 

For Zl, all four prescriptions P1/P2/Q1/Q2 seem to perform equally well, giving 

second order convergence when there is no shift. Incorporating the shift requires 

rewriting the first order wave equation boundary condition, with the penalty term 

requiring additional factors involving the shift .. Not all variables can be treated 

by these boundary conditions so for variables that aren't controlled, third order 

extrapolation was used. Once again, all of the schemes tested were second order 

covergent with the exact free boundary data and second order self-convergent with 

arbitrary free boundary data. 

Considering constraint preserving boundary conditions, we introduced an aux

iliary variable at the boundary that controls the energy of the constraints and 

evolved this auxiliary variable, using it as 'free' boundary data in the MDBC de

scribed above. Unfortunately, the energy method cannot be used rigorously in this 

case because the evolution of the 'free' data is now coupled to the solution in the 

domain. Constraint preserving boundary conditions are second order convergent 

for KWB, however the situation with Zl is not so clear. There is a clear distinction 

when performing 2D tests between the P-type and Q-type boundary conditions. 

Q-type conditions perform well in this situation in terms of self-convergence and 

the control of the constraint energy and are clearly preferable to P-type condi

tions, which are not clearly second order self-convergent and do not damp the 

constraint energy as strongly. 
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The one aspect that was not studied here was the introduction of the constraint 

damping parameter in the ZI system. The introduction of this term would be in

teresting in that it would work in combination with CPBC to ensure no constraint 

violation in the grid. We can see that the CPBC for ZI work much better when 

constraint violations are small, i.e. they prevent constraint violations from being 

injected into the grid but react less well to large constraint violations already 

present in the grid. Hence the damping parameter would assist by preventing 

constraint violations already present or appearing in the interior whilst CPBC 

would stop injection of violations at the boundary. 

In summary, the prescription of MDBC and CPBC for the K\A/B system and 

MDBC and the Q-type CPBC for the ZI system give second order convergence 

and so have been proved to be effective boundary conditions in these simple cases. 

These methods should be useful in NOR and Z4, however the limitation of these 

results should be stressed. The fact that these boundary conditions work in these 

simple linear cases is not a guarantee that they will work in the full non-linear GR 

codes but well-posedness of a linearised system is a necessary condition for well

posedness of the corresponding non-linear system so it was important to confirm 

results in this linear situation. 
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Appendix A 

Derivations 

A.I Definitions of the extrinsic curvature 

Here again are the four definition of Kab: 

and here are the proofs. (A.I) {::} (A.2) 

1 
-- ~ £ 9 b 2 n a 

1 (C C C) -'2 ~ n V c9ab + 9cbV an + 9acV bn 

1 
-'2 ~ (Vanb + Vbna) 

- ~ V(anb), 

(A.I) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 

where the first equality is the expansion of the Lie derivative and the second comes 

from Va9bc = 0, allowing the metric to be taken in and out of the derivative using 

the Leibniz rule. It is useful to note that 

gIvmg 

nbVanb + nb Vanb 

2nbVanb, 
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(A.6) 

(A.7) 



(A.3) <=} (A.I) 

1 
--L ry b 2 n la 

1 
-- -.l L ry b 2 n la 

1 -2' -.l L n(9ab + nanb) 

1 -2' -.l (Ln9ab + naLnnb + nbLnna) 

1 
-2' -.l Ln9ab, (A.S) 

It is also useful to note that although most references define Kab in a symmetric 

way, this is by no means necessary as it is naturally symmetric. This can be seen 

by taking (A.2) without the symmetrizing condition and using the definition of 

na = aVat : 

-.l VbtVaa+ -.l aVa'ht 

-.l a V b tVa In a + a -.l Va V b t 

-.l nb VaIn a + a -.l Va V bt 

a-.l VaVbt, (A. g) 

which is symmetric in a and b. The first term of the fourth equality disappears 

because it involves the projection of nb, which is zero. (A.2) <=} (A.4) 

(A.I0) 

using the definition of ab from (A.4). 

A.2 The Gauss equation 

Before beginning the derivation it will be useful to show the following result: 

-.l~-.l~ Vb(O~ + ndne) 

n e -.l~-.l~ V bnd 
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where we have simply taken the definition of the projector and then used the 

Leibniz rule, remembering that \7 a8~ = 0 and na ~b= o. The definition for Kab 

(A.2) is then used to give the result. 

Now, taking the commutator of the 3-D covariant derivative, we can derive the 

Gauss equation, which shows how the projection ofthe 4-D Riemann tensor splits 

into the 3-D Riemann tensor and extrinsic curvature terms. We begin by expand

ing DaDb We: 

Da(~~~~ \7 dWe) 

~!~g~~ \7 f(~~~~ \7 dWe) 

~! ~t ~~ \7 f \7 d We 

+ ~!~t~~ \7 d We \7 f ~~ + ~!~~~g \7 d We \7 f ~~ 

~!~t~~ \7f \7d w e - ~~ \7dWeneKae- ~~ \7dwendKab, (A.12) 

where we have used (A.11) twice. When antisymmetrised the last term will dis

appear as Kab is symmetric. It should also be noted that 

So, using the definitions 

we can see that: 

(3) Rd W 
eba d 

(3) Rd W 
eba d 

DaDbWe - DbDawe 

~!~~~~ \7 f \7 dWe- ~{~t~~ \7 f \7 dWe 

- ~t \7 dWene Kae+ ~~ \7 dWene Kbe 

(A.13) 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 

~!~t~~ (\7 f \7dw e - \7d\7f We ) - KaeweKg + KbeWeK~ 
(A.16) 

As this is true for all We we can write 

(A.17) 

where we have lowered indices and used Riemann symmetries. This is the Gauss 

equation. 
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A.3 The Codazzi equation 

-.i{.L~-.i~ \l fKeg 

- -.i{ -.i~ -L~ \l f (-.i~ -.i~ \l h nk) 

- -.i{ -.i~..L~ \l f \l hnk 

- -.i{ -.i~ -.i~ \l h nk \l f -.i~ - -.i{ -.i~ -.i~ \l h nk \l f -.i~ 

-.i{ -.i~-.i~ \l f \l hnk - n
h 

Kba -.i~ \l hnk 

- -.i{ -.i~..L~ \l hnk \l f(O; + nkng ). 

(A. IS) 

The second term disappears when we antisymmetrize on a and b. The last term 

can be eliminated because the covariant derivative of 0 is zero as are \l hnknk and 

..Lb na leaving 

- -.i{ -.i~ -.i~ \l f \l h nk + -.i~ -.i~ -.i~ \l f \l h nk 

- -.i{ -.i~ -.i~ Rd khfnd 

- ..L Rdeabnd 

-.i Raben. (A.19) 

This is the Codazzi equation. 

A.4 The Hamiltonian constraint 

Taking the Gauss equation 

(A.20) 

we can contract with the spatial metric twice to give: 

R ae bd I elf I 9 I h R + K K da K2 I I ...La...Lb ...Le...Ld efgh ad -

'Veg,..y!hR 
I I efgh R+K2 - K K ab 

ab , (A.2I) 

where we have used the definition K lab Kab and the fact that Kab is symmetric. 

Now, 

leg Reg + leg
n

f 
n

h 
R efgh 

R + nen
g 

Reg + nf n
h 
Rfh + nen

f 
ngn

h 
R efgh 
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-nana R + 2nan b Rab 
1 

2(nanb Rab - 2nanb gab R ) 

2nanbGab 

(A.22) 

where the first two equalities use the identity ryab = gab + nanband the third is a 

rearrangement of dummy indices. Hence 

where p Tnn. This is the scalar or Hamiltonian constraint. 

A.5 The momentum constraint 

We now contract the Codazzi equation once with the spatial metric. 

Now 

ryae --.L Raben 

ae I elf I 9 R ry --La -Lb --Le ef gn 

eg If R ry --Lb efgn 

eg If R ry --Lb efgn 

ryae(DbKae - DaKbe) 

DbK~ - DaKg 

DbK - DaKg. 

-1{ (geg + neng)Refgn 

--.L{ R fn - -1{ nengRefgn 

--.L{ R fn , 

as the second term disappears like before because ngnh R efgh 

-ngnh Refgh. We have 

Hence, (A.24) can be written as 

-1{ G fn 
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(A.24) 

(A.25) 

(A.26) 

(A.27) 



And finally, raising indices with 1'ab, we obtain, 

"lab ~f G 
I b fn 

1'af G fn 

~a Gf 
f n 

l'ab(DbK - DcKg) 

1'ab Db K - DcKac 

1'ab Db K - DbKab 

Db(Kab _1'ab K) = ja, 

where we have used the definitions ~ Gan - ~ G~ and ja - ~ Tan. 

(A.28) 

A.6 The evolution equation of the extrinsic cur

vature 

Before calculating the Lie derivative of the curvature with respect to t a , we need 

a couple more useful results. Remembering that the acceleration of the observers 

moving with the slices can be defined as 

we can derive ab = Db In a 

Vblna + nanbValna 

a-1Vba + a-1nanb V aa 

-a-1nana Vba + a-1nanb V aa 

na(VbtVaa - VatVb a ) 

na(Va(aVbt) - aVa Vbt - Vb(aVat) + aVb Vat) 

na(Vanb - Vbna) 

(A.29) 

(A.30) 

where we have used nana = -I, the Leibniz rule and (A.6). The final and im

portant relation is the equation of motion of the spatial metric. Here, we use 

ta = ana + pa. 

L t 1'ab tCV c1'ab + 1'cb Va tC + 1'ac V btC 

(ana + pa)Vc1'ab + 1'cbV a(anC + pC) + 1'acV b(anC + pC) 
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cmaV crab + f3 aV crab + arcb V anc + nCrcb V aa 

+rcb V af3c + arac V bnc + nC
rac V ba + rac V bf3c 

aLnrab + L(3rab + nCrcb V aa + nC
rac V ba 

-2aKab + L(3rab, 

using relations (A.3) and (4.2). 

(A.31) 

So now, without using the constraints, we can derive the formula for the Lie 

derivative of the extrinsic curvature. First, as Lp+q = Lp + Lq, we know that 

so using (A.31) and (A.32) gives 

Now, we have 

so that 

-2aKab r~LNrcb + rcbLNr~ 
-2ar~Kcb + rcbLNr~, 

which straight away gives 

This result is used in the following derivation of LNKab . 

LNKab LN(.1 Vanb) 

LN(.1~.1~ V cnd) 

.1~.1~ LN(Vcnd) 

.1~.1~ (aneVeVcnd + VendVc(ane) + VcneVd(ane)) 

.1~.1~ (aneVeVCnd - aneVcVend 

+ Vc(aneVend) + VcneVd(ane)) 

ane .1~.1~ RecdJnJ + Da(aad)+.1~ Vcne.1~ Vd(ane) 

a.1 Rnabn + Da(aDb In a)+ .1~ V cnea .1~ V dne 

-a.1 Ranbn + DaDba + aKacKg. 
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(A.33) 

(A.34) 

(A.35) 

(A.36) 

(A.37) 



The only subtleties are the use of equation (A.36) in the third equality and the 

following result in the seventh. 

(A.38) 

Some work is involved in translation into the standard form for the Lie derivative 

of the curvature. This begins with the 4D Ricci tensor 

R 2 cd 
1'\,-2--g Tcd, 

-n 

where n is the dimension, in this case 4. So, 

R (T 1 cd) ab = I'\, ab + 2 _ n gabg Tcd 

I'\,(Tab - ~gabgCdTcd)' 

If we define 

then 

Sab ..l~..lt Tcd 

Tab + nCnaTcb + ndnbTad + NanbncndTcd 

(A.39) 

(A.40) 

(A.41) 

Tab + t5gnaTnd + nanbndTnd + t5~nbTcn + nanbncTcn - nanbT."1.n 

and 

N ow we can write 

So we take 

..1 Ranbn 

.LNKab + .Lf3Kab 

a..l Ranbn - aKacKt - DaDba + .Lf3Kab 

-DaDba + a(..l Ranbn - KacKt) + .Lf3Kab . 

..le..li R 9 h 
a b egfhn n 
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and 

I elf ghR I elf ghR 
...La a...Lb' egfh- ...La...Lb 9 egfh 

,cd .l~.lt .l~.l~ Regfh - .l Ref 

,cd(.l Racbd)- .l Ref 

,Cd((3) Racbd + KabKcd - KadKcb) - .l Ref 

(3) Rab + KabK - KadKi- .l Ref 

-K, .l (Tab - ~gabgCdTcd) 
1 

-K,(Sab - "2 .l gab( -P + S)) 

-K,(Sab - ~ .l~.l~ gcd(-P + S)) 

1 1 
-K,(Sab - "2,ab S ) - "2K,P,ab' 

These can be put together to give 

.LtKab = -DaDba + a[Rab - 2KacKg + Kab K 
1 1 

-K,(Sab - "2,ab S ) - "2K,P,ab] + .LfjKab) 

the evolution equation of the extrinsic curvature. 
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(A.45) 

(A.46) 

(A.47) 



Appendix B 

Electromagnetic 3+ 1 Split 

Here, we derive the 3+ 1 split of the Maxwell equations from their differential form 

V·B 0 (B.l) 

B -v xE (B.2) 

V·E 47rp (B.3) 

E V x B - 47rj. (B.4) 

To satisfy (B.l), a vector potential for B can be introduced 

B = V x A =} V . B = O. (B.5) 

Therefore from (B.2) and (B.5) 

(B.6) 

and 

A = -E- Vnl. -'f/, (B.7) 

with '1jJ introduced as the electic potential. Hence, rewriting in index notation, 

(B.8) 

Finally from (B.4), 

:It = V x V x A - 47rj (B.9) 

and hence 

(B.I0) 
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The only equation that has not been incorporated is (B .3), which is translated 

into a constraint C Ei,i - 47r p. The system can be written out as 

A. t -E- - ~. t ,t (B.1l) 

E-t A· .. - A- .. - 47rj-JJt tJJ t (B.12) 

O=C Ei i - 47rp. (B.13) , 

Ei is the electric field, Ai is the magnetic potential, ~ is the electric potential and 

ji and p are source terms that satisfy j\ + p = O. , 
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Appendix C 

Summation by Parts 

With no boundary, we can take the scalar product of Ui and DOVi to give 

00 

L UiDOVi 
i=-oo 

00 

L ViDOUi· (C.1) 
i=-oo 

For D± we have 
00 00 

L uiD±Vi = - L viD~Ui. (C.2) 
i=-oo i=-oo 

When we introduce a boundary at j = 0 there are some terms remaining at the 

boundary. Some useful identities are 

00 

00 

h L viD_Ui + UOVI 

1 
00 

h L viD_Ui + UOVo 

1 

2h L ViDOUi + UOVI + Ul Vo 

1 

N-l 

2h L ViDOUi 
-00 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 

(C.5) 

N-l 

-2h L UiDOVi + UNVN-l + UN-IVN· (C.6) 
-00 
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Appendix D 

Scalar Product and Norm 

D.l The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 

(u,u)(v,v) 2: l(u,v)1 2
, 

where (u, v) = uv is a scalar product with properties 

(u,v) - (v, u) 

(u+w,v) - (u, v) + (w, v) 

(u,v) < lul·lvl· 

Proof: 

(U+AV,U+AV) 2: 0, 

where A is a complex constant. So expanding gives 

Now, let 

and so 

(u, u) + ~(v, u) + A(U, v) + A~(V, v) 2: 0. 

A = -(v,u) 
(v, v) 

~_ -(u,v) 
- (v,v) , 

so substituting this into (D.6) gives 

(u,v) (v,u) 
(u, u) - -( -) (v, u) - -( -) (u, v)+ 

v,v v,v 

(v,u) (u,v)(v v) > 0 
(v,v) (v,v) , 
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(D.1) 

(D.2) 

(D.3) 

(D.4) 

(D.5) 

(D.6) 

(D.7) 

(D.8) 

(D.9) 



and hence cancellation and rearragement gives 

and equivalently 

(u,u)(v,v) - (v,u)(u,v) > 0 

(u,u)(v,v) 2: l(u,v)1 2 

Ilull'llvll2: l(u,v)l· 

D.2 The triangle inequality 

Proof: 

Ilu+vll:S Ilull + Ilvll· 

Ilu+vW (u+v,u+v) 

(u, u) + (v, v) + (v, u) + (u, v) 

( u, u) + (v, v) + (u, v) + (u, v) 

(u, u) + (v, v) + 2Re[(u, v)] 

< (u,u)+(v,v)+21(u,v)1 

< (u, u) + (v, v) + 2(u, u)(v, v) 

(D.10) 

(D.ll) 

(D.12) 

(D.13) 

where the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality from above has been used. These two results 

work in exactly the same way for other scalar products and norms. 

D.3 The complex square 

Consider 

so that 

and therefore 
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(D.14) 

(D.15) 

(D.16) 

(D.l?) 
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